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A Guide to Commercially Issued Sound Recordings of Performances by Aboriginal Peoples and Torres Strait Islanders: 1899-1998 is a true product of team work. It is based on the Discography of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Performers (Dunbar-Hall, 1995) - an earlier collaboration between ScreenSound Australia (Simon Drake, coordinator) and Dr Peter Dunbar-Hall. Staff from ScreenSound Australia (formerly the National Film and Sound Archive) and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies have conducted subsequent research to bring the work to its present form.

This Guide has been produced by ScreenSound Australia in co-operation with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies as part of ScreenSound Australia’s Collection Guide Series. As the Series aims to promote and increase access to the collections and resources, the holdings of both organisations are included against relevant entries. Thus the Guide not only tells us what recordings of performances by Indigenous peoples have been commercially issued, but importantly, where they are located.

A collaborative work of this nature undoubtedly involves many people and I would particularly like to thank the following individuals for their contribution: Dr Peter Dunbar-Hall, Simon Drake, Mary Miliano, Trenna Langdon, Michael Herrick, Bob Morrison, Mark Juddery, Victoria Ramshaw, Mick Newnham, Amanda Reynolds and Grace Koch. Many others provided invaluable information and feedback at various stages and I gratefully acknowledge the contribution of: Lola Forester, Rod Hurley, Angela Martin, Ed Matzenik, Doug Petherick, Graeme Rayner, Eric Scott, Rob Scott, Chester Shultz, Alan Ward, David Jagger, Mark Bin Baker, Richard Micallef, Warren Fahey, Jimmy Little and Clinton Walker.

Most significantly, this Guide is a celebration of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musicians, whose music has enriched the lives of people from all over the world.

Ron Brent
Director
ScreenSound Australia
HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

Restricted Material
Culturally restricted material has been included on some commercial releases. Recordings which contain a significant portion of restricted material have not been included in this Guide. However, several recordings which have only one restricted track on an otherwise open recording, have been included with the restrictions clearly marked. Readers should also note that in many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures, restrictions apply to the names of recently deceased people, and to the sound of the voice of a deceased person.

Structure of the Guide
The Guide is divided into two sections based on broad categories of musical style - Section 1 includes traditional music and Section 2 includes non-traditional music. Section 2 is also divided into two parts - performers and groups are listed in Part 1 and compilation albums are listed in Part 2. If a performer or group features on a compilation album, only a reference is given in Part 1 - readers can find the full details of the album in Part 2. Recordings which contain both traditional and non-traditional music are listed in both sections and marked with an asterisk (*).

Section A
The entries in Section A are organised alphabetically by title, and include the following information when available: title; date recorded; release date; collector/editor/producer; musical group/performer; series; format (cassette, CD, LP); company label; catalogue number; ScreenSound and AIATSIS holdings; and, general notes. For example:

ABORIGINAL MUSIC FROM AUSTRALIA
1978
Collector and commentator: Alice Moyle
Series: Unesco Collection: Musical Sources
LP/cass. - Philips (for Unesco): 6586-034
ScreenSound Australia cover 243001 - (LP) PLM002553
Held at AIATSIS

Section B, Part 1
The entries in Section B, Part 1 are organised alphabetically by performer or group, and then alphabetically by title of the work. The following information is included when available: performer/group; title; release date; series; type (album or single); format (cassette, CD, LP) company label; catalogue number; ScreenSound Australia and AIATSIS holdings; general notes; and, references to involvement in compilation albums or other performer’s/group’s albums. For example:
HUNTER, RUBY

KOORIE
1989
Album: cass. - Victorian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Trust
 Held at AIATSIS

THOUGHTS WITHIN
1994
Album: CD/cass.- Aurora: D-31108
 ScreenSound Australia Cover 247553 - (CD) POK001495
 General note: Tiddas feature on this album.

Ruby Hunter also features on the compilations Yella Mundi, Celebration: The Spirit Of Port Fairy, Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia; and the Archie Roach album Jamu Dreaming.

In Part 1, the contents are only added to distinguish works which have the same title.

Section B, Part 2
The entries in Section B, Part 2 are organised alphabetically by title, and include the following information when available: title; release date; series; format (cassette, CD, LP); company label; catalogue number; ScreenSound and AIATSIS holdings; contents; and, general notes. There are two main types of compilation albums listed: albums which contain mostly or totally Indigenous performances (for example, Beat The Grog); and albums which contain only one or two tracks by Indigenous performers (for example, Australian Memories). Only partial contents are listed for the latter type.

BEAT THE GROG
1988
 cass.: CAAMA: 124
 LP: Imparja: IR-0026
 ScreenSound Australia cover 210435 - PLM000774
 Held at AIATSIS
 Contents: Woma Wanti / Areyonga Desert Tigers -- Ain’t No Use In That / Paul Ah Chee -- Who’s Goin’ Wipe Their Tears / Paul Ah Chee -- Wonder What / The Amunda Band -- Careless Ways / Herbie Laughton -- Petrola / Pantji Thompson -- Blackman’s Crying / Frankie Yama -- All Of Us / Rhonda Ross -- Don’t Throw Your Life Away / Darryl Kantawarra -- Stop / Ilkari Maru.
 General note: Beat The Grog is the title on the LP label. The sleeve title is: Woma Wanti: Drink Little Bit.

AUSTRALIAN MEMORIES
 c1980
 LP- Fable: FBAB-5328
 ScreenSound Australia cover 309176 - PLM004776, DLM002380, ALM001736
 Partial contents: I Thank You / Lionel Rose.
How to access collection material

Material from the NFSA Collection can be made available for viewing or listening at any of our collection access centres. Items can be loaned or copied for off-site access with permission of third party copyright owners or agreement of the NFSA.

The NFSA does not usually hold the copyright for the works in its collection, so clearing the right to use material and seeking permission from the copyright holder will be the responsibility of whoever wishes to use the material. Indigenous material is made available in accordance with NFSA’s Indigenous protocols.

Copying and loan services are prioritised for the media production sectors and for scholarly and educational interests. We are unable to provide copies or loans of collection items for personal use unless a direct personal connection such as an appearance or performance by a family member can be established.
INTRODUCTION

by

Peter Dunbar-Hall

The history of the recording of music performed by Indigenous Australians dates, as far as can be traced, from 1898 when ninety seven wax cylinder recordings were made during an expedition led by Alfred Haddon, from Cambridge University, to the islands of the Torres Strait, and Borneo and New Guinea (see Gillis, 1984). Of these cylinders, only eighty three were still in existence when Moyle wrote her listing of contents in the mid 1980s (Moyle, 1985). The original cylinders are held by The British Library National Sound Archive (London), and although their contents have not been commercially released, a complete taped set is held at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) in Canberra. Publicly released recordings in cassette form of wax cylinders recorded at the same time in Tasmania, however, were made available by the Royal Society of Tasmania in 1960. These recordings are of Fanny Cochrane Smith (?1834 - 1905), who claimed to be the last surviving Tasmanian Aborigine. Smith's recordings, made in 1899 and 1903, are thought to be the only recordings made of Tasmanian Aboriginal songs and language (see 'Voice from the Past', Saturday Evening Mercury, 13 June, 1959; Longman, 1960; Moyle, 1960; Koch & Burgis, 1984). A third significant collection of early recordings of Aboriginal performances is that of approximately one hundred cylinders made by Sir Baldwin Spencer in South Australia and the Northern Territory in 1901 and in 1912. Some of these cylinder recordings were transferred to LP disc, issued as Recordings of Australian Aboriginal Singing (W & G Records, 61207, undated) (see Moyle, 1959; Gillis, 1984; Koch & Burgis, 1984).

Examination of the collectors in Section A attests to the work of A. P. Elkin and A. Moyle, whose field recordings made between 1959 and 1966 provided the material for the significant compilations Aboriginal Sound Instruments, Songs from the Kimberleys, Songs from North Queensland, Songs from Yarrabah, and Songs of the Northern Territory, issued by the then Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (later AIATSIS).

A significant trend among some Australian Aboriginal rock groups is demonstrated by the contents of Section A, the practice of including traditional material alongside contemporary popular songs on what are ostensibly rock albums. This is found on recordings by at least four bands: Blekbala Mujik (Midnait Mujik, 1990; Nitmiluk, 1990), Sunrize Band (Lungguruma, 1993; Sunrize Band, 1993), Tjapukai Dance Theatre (Proud to be Aborigine, 1989), and Yothu Yindi (Homeland Movement, 1989; Tribal Voice, 1991; Freedom, 1993).

Comparison of the contents of Section A with the discography of Stubington (1979) shows relatively sparse subsequent activity in the area of commercial release of recordings of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander traditional music. This becomes more evident when comparison is made between the contents of Section A and the number of recordings of non-traditional music in Section B. Although commercial recordings of popular music by Indigenous Australians began during the 1950s with Harold Blair, Olive and Eva and Jimmy Little, analysis of the release dates of material in Section B demonstrates a substantial increase in releases of popular music from the mid-1980s. This
may be due to a number of factors, among them the contribution of recording companies. A number of recordings are released by the Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA), which began releasing recordings in 1984. Also significant is the work of Enrec Studios (producer of the cassette series *Koori Classic*) and Larrikin Records, one of the few recording companies to maintain a separate Indigenous catalogue as part of their commercial output. On another level, the wish to explain Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures to non-Indigenous Australians, and the need to express Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander opinions on matters of political concern, cannot be discounted as the impetus for recording activity.
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SECTION A: TRADITIONAL MUSIC
*Entries marked with an asterisk contain non-traditional material and also appear in Section B.

ABORIGENES: CHANTS ET DANSES DE L’AUSTRALIE DU NORD, LES1988CD - ARION: ARN-64056 ScreenSound Australia cover 269240 - POK002077


ARNHEM LAND POPULAR CLASSICS: ABORIGINAL DANCE SONGS WITH DIDJERIDU ACCOMPANIMENT
Recorded during 1961-62
Released 1963
Collector: L.M.
Series: Wattle Ethnic Series, No. 3LP - Wattle: D-5 ScreenSound Australia cover 210787 - PLM000792
Held at AIATSIS

THE ART OF THE DIDJERIDU
1963
Collectors: Lester Hiatt, Betty Meehan and Trevor Jones
Series: Wattle Ethnic Series, No. 2LP - Wattle: D-4 ScreenSound Australia cover 210794
- PLM000793
Held at AIATSIS
General note: Excerpt B.6 is highly restricted - only to be played to adult male Aborigines from Arnhem Land.

AUSTRALIA: ABORIGINAL MUSIC (AUSTRALIE MUSIQUE ABORIGENE)
1992
Collector and commentator: Alice Moyle
Series: Musics And Musicians Of The World (Musique Et Musiciens Du Monde)
CD - Auvidis/Unesco: D-8040
General note: Previously released as Aboriginal Music From Australia (1978), in the series (Unesco Collection: Musical Sources).
LP - Philips (for Unesco): 6586-034

AUSTRALIA: CANTI DEGLI ABORIGENI (SONGS OF THE ABORIGINES)
1976
Collector: W. Laade
Series: Original Ethnic Music Of The Peoples
LP - Albatros: VPA-8279 ScreenSound Australia cover 242983 - PLM002551
Held at AIATSIS

AUSTRALIA: TWENTY ABORIGINAL SONGS OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
1996
CD - World Music: WM CD 096

THE AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL HERITAGE: AN INTRODUCTION THROUGH THE ARTS
1973
Collectors: C. & A. Ellis, T. Jones, R. Berndt and A. Moyle
2 discs, LP - Australian Society for Education Through the Arts / Ure Smith
Held at AIATSIS

BAMYILI CORROBOREE: SONGS OF DJOLI LAIWANGA
1977
Collector: D. Myers
Vocalist: David Blanasic
Cass - Grevillea Records (for the Bamyili Artifacts Group): GRVC-1030 ScreenSound Australia cover 210693 - AEK000468
LP - Grevillea Records (for the Bamyili Artifacts Group): GRV-1030 ScreenSound Australia cover 210693 - PLM000776, DLM000490, ALM000508
Held at AIATSIS

BLEKBALA MUJIK
1995
Musical group - Blekbala Mujik
CD - CAAMA Music - 244-CD
Cass - CAAMA Music - 244 ScreenSound Australia cover 288097 - PEJ001642

BILYA
1994
Instrumentalist (didjeridu): Richard Walley
CD - Sunset Music: SMAC-06
ScreenSound Australia cover 263020 - POK001962, DOK000405

ScreenSound Australia cover 210787 - PLM000792
Held at AIATSIS
BOOLONG (*1994) Instrumentalist (didgeridu): Richard Walley
Album: CD - Sunset Music: SMACD-18
ScreenSound Australia cover 330284 - POK004116

BUNGGRIDJ-BUNGGRIDJ: WANGGA SONGS BY ALAN MARALUNG, NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
1993 Collector: A. Marett
CD - Smithsonian/Folkways: SF-40430
ScreenSound Australia cover 238389 - POK001124
Held at AIATSIS

BUDAL LARDIL: SONGS OF MORNINGTON ISLAND
1993 CD - Larrikin: CDLRF-285
ScreenSound Australia cover 238400 - POK001125
General note: The Lardil people are the traditional land owners at Mornington Island. Much of the Lardil culture is sacred. These songs are ‘public’ to share with people of other cultures. -- “These songs were all recorded at Slim’s Creek just outside Gununa, the main settlement at Mornington Island in 1988.” -- Accompanying booklet.

BUSHFIRE: WANGGA & DJUNBA: TRADITIONAL ABORIGINAL MUSIC
1991 Recording and production - Ambrose Cummins
ScreenSound Australia cover 80761 - POK000012

CHANTS DES ABORIGINES D’AUSTRALIE, LES
1980 LP - Aboriginal Artists Agency

CHANTS ET DANSES DE L’AUSTRALIE DU NORD, see ABORIGENES : CHANTS ET DANSES DE L’AUSTRALIE DU NORD, LES

CHILDREN'S SONGS OF THE TORRES STRAIT ISLANDS [PRINTED MUSIC WITH CASSETTE]
1990 Collector, transcriber, editor: Frank York
Bateman’s Bay: Owen Martin
Publication
ISBN 0908540566 (paperback)
ISBN 0908540574 (cassette)

COME-N-DANCE (*1993) Musical group: Blekbala Mujik
Album: CD/cass. - CAAMA: 226
ScreenSound Australia cover 239498 - (CD) POK001252, (cass.) AEJ000500

CORROBOREE: AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES OF NOOKENBAH
1999-? Producer: Josie Boyle
Cass. - Josie Boyle, West Australia
ScreenSound Australia cover 264230 - PEJ001138

DAVID HUDSON PRESENTS GUDJU GUDJU (*CD - Indigenous Australia: IA-2005-D
ScreenSound Australia cover 330243 - POK004114

DAWN UNTIL DUSK: TRIBAL SONG AND DIDGERIDOO
ScreenSound Australia cover 307274 - POK003611
DEMURRU HITS: MANINGRIDA SOUNDTRACKS (*)1995CD - Maningrida Media:
OM-9014-D ScreenSound Australia cover 307097 - POK003616

DIDGERIDOO DREAMTIME1996Series: Authentic Collection Of Traditional Aboriginal
MusicCD - Indigenous Australia: IA-2023-D

DJAMBIDJ: AN ABORIGINAL SONG SERIES FROM NORTHERN
AUSTRALIA1981Editors: S. Wild and B. Butler:
cass. - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies:
AIAS-16 ScreenSound Australia cover 270394 - PEJ001236 Held at AIATSIS

DRUMS OF LOCKHART: ABORIGINAL MUSIC OLD AND NEW1972Produced by St.
James Church Council, Lockhart RiverLP – RCA Custom recording: B4PS 0915
Held at AIATSIS

DYIRBAL SONG POETRY: TRADITIONAL SONGS OF AN AUSTRALIAN
RAINFOREST PEOPLE1995Collector: R.M.W. Dixon
Compilers: R.M.W. Dixon and G.
KochCD - Larrikin: LRF-378 Held at AIATSIS

THE FIRST AUSTRALIANS: SONGS BY ABORIGINALS AND TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDERS (*)1978LP - Aboriginal Artists Agency: AAA-04cass - Aboriginal Artists Agency:
AAA-04-C Held at AIATSIS

FREEDOM (*)1993Musical group: Yothu Yindi:
CD - Mushroom Records: TVD-93380 ScreenSound Australia cover 244380 - POK001355

GOYULAN THE MORNING STAR : AN ABORIGINAL CLAN SONG SERIES FROM
NORTH CENTRAL ARNHEM LAND1988Editor: Margaret Clunies Ross, with assistance
from the Audio Visual Section, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies:
cass. - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: AIAS-18 ScreenSound Australia cover 270408 - PEJ001235 Held at
AIATSIS
General note: “Discretion should be exercised in playing these recorded songs in the
presence of Aboriginal people. One of the singers recorded here has since died and the sound of his
voice may cause distress to listening relatives and countrymen from the Maningrida area. As a
general rule, in any one Aboriginal community, recorded songs should be played first to a group of
older Aboriginal people. Permission might then be sought from these people before further playback
to others.” -- cassette insert.

HOMELAND MOVEMENT (*)1989Musical group: Yothu Yindi:
LP - Mushroom: L-38959 ScreenSound Australia cover 210060 - PLM000758
CD - Mushroom: D-38959 ScreenSound Australia cover 210060 - DOK000112, AOK000088


LAND OF THE MORNING STAR: SONGS AND MUSIC OF ARNHEM LAND 1960 Collector: S. Le Brun Holmes LP - HMV: OCLP-7610 ScreenSound Australia cover 210778 - PLM000791; DLM000512; ALM000512 Held at AIATSIS

LES ABORIGENES: CHANTS ET DANSES DE L’AUSTRALIE DU NORD see under ABORIGENES : CHANTS ET DANSES DE L’AUSTRALIE DU NORD, LES

LES CHANTS DES ABORIGINES D’AUSTRALIE see under CHANTS DES ABORIGINES D’AUSTRALIE, LES

LUNGGURRMA (*) 1993 Musical group: Sunrize Band CD - ABC Music/TripleJ/Phonogram: 518 832-2 / 518 832-4 ScreenSound Australia cover 245946 - POK001399

MIDNAIT MUJIK (*) 1990 Musical group: Blekbala Mujik cass. - CAAMA Music: 213 ScreenSound Australia cover 266827 - PEJ001101

MODERN MUSIC OF TORRES STRAIT 1981 cass. - AIAS: AIAS/15 ScreenSound Australia cover 240668 - PEJ000870 Held at AIATSIS

MORNINGTON ISLAND CORROBOREE SONGS: AUTHENTIC DANCE SONGS OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES ON MORNINGTON ISLAND ca. 1966 Collector: G. Kansky LP - W&G: WG-B.5007 ScreenSound Australia cover 210048 - PLM000751, DLM000489, ALM000507

MUSIC FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW GUINEA Collectors: A.P. Elkin and A. Dupeyrat LP - Columbia: SL-208 Held at AIATSIS


MUSIC OF ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA 1972 Collector: John Greenway Series: Primitive Music; 5 cass. - National Centre for Audio Tapes, (Boulder, Colo)

MUSIC OF A PEOPLE: ABORIGINAL MUSIC OLD AND NEW FROM LOCKHART RIVER NTH. QLD. VOLUME 1. 1972 Produced by St. James Church Council, Lockhart River LP - Troubadour Records Pty Ltd.: CJ.70016 Held at AIATSIS


MUSIC OF THE WORLD’S PEOPLE LP - Ethnic Folkways: FE-4505 Held at AIATSIS

NGATATJARA SONGS see under SONGS OF THE WESTERN DESERT ABORIGINES NITMILUK! (*) 1990 Musical group: Blekbala Mujik cass. - CAAMA Music: 209 ScreenSound Australia cover 242666 - PEJ000881


PRIMITIVE MUSIC OF THE WORLD LP - Ethnic Folkways: FE-4581


Recording and production: Ambrose Cummins Cass. - Larrikin: TCLRF-249
ScreenSound Australia cover 81433 - PEJ000150; AEK000469

SINGING UP THE COUNTRY: TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY SONGS FROM THE KIMBERLEYS, WESTERN AUSTRALIA (*) 1993
ScreenSound Australia cover 243411 - POK001303
General note: "This was a community development initiative from Garnduwa Amboorny Wirman Aboriginal Corporation and the Jovial Crew." -- Accompanying booklet.

SONGS FROM ARNHEM LAND 1966
Collector: L. Hiatt LP - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: AIAS-6
ScreenSound Australia cover 210821 - PLM000794
Held at AIATSIS
General note: Track 12 on side B contains a recording of the Djungguwan didjeridu which is restricted to initiates.

SONGS FROM NORTH QUEENSLAND Recorded 1966 Released 1977
Collector: A. Moyle LP - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: AIAS-12
ScreenSound Australia cover 210831 - PLM000979
Held at AIATSIS

SONGS FROM THE KIMBERLEYS Recorded 1968 Released 1977
Collector: A. Moyle LP - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: AIAS-13
ScreenSound Australia cover 210835 - PLM000798
Held at AIATSIS


SONGS FROM THE NORTHERN TERRITORY. VOLUME 1 LP (1964) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: IASM-001
ScreenSound Australia cover 212487 - PLM000841, DLM000580, ALM000520
CD (1994) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies: AIAS-1-CD
ScreenSound Australia cover 212487 - AOK000134
Held at AIATSIS

SONGS FROM THE NORTHERN TERRITORY. VOLUME 2 LP (1964) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: IASM-002
ScreenSound Australia cover 212496 - PLM000842, DLM000581, ALM000521
CD (1994) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies: AIAS-2-CD
ScreenSound Australia cover 212496 - AOK000135
Held at AIATSIS

SONGS FROM THE NORTHERN TERRITORY. VOLUME 3 LP (1964) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: IASM-003
ScreenSound Australia cover 212497 - PLM000843, DLM000582, ALM000522
CD (1994) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies: AIAS-3-CD
ScreenSound Australia cover 212497 - AOK000136
Held at AIATSIS
SONGS FROM THE NORTHERN TERRITORY. VOLUME 4LP (1964) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: IASM-004 ScreenSound Australia cover 212498 - PLM000844, DLM000583, ALM000523CD (1994) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies: AIAS-4-CD ScreenSound Australia cover 212498 - AOK000137 Held at AIATSIS

SONGS FROM THE NORTHERN TERRITORY. VOLUME 5LP (1964) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: IASM-005 ScreenSound Australia cover 212499 - PLM000845, DLM000584, ALM000524CD (1994) - Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies: AIAS-5-CD ScreenSound Australia cover 212499 - AOK000138

SONGS FROM YARRABAHRecorded 1966 Released 1970Collectors: A. Moyle and P. GriffinLP - Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies: AIAS-7 ScreenSound Australia cover 210825 - PLM000795 Held at AIATSIS


TASMANIAN ABORIGINAL SONGS SUNG BY FANNY COCHRANE
SMITH Recorded 1899 and 1903 Released 1960 cass. - Royal Society of Tasmania: TRS-1683 Held at AIATSIS

TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF TORRES STRAIT

TRADITIONAL SONGS OF THE WESTERN TORRES STRAITS, SOUTH PACIFIC

TRIBAL MUSIC OF AUSTRALIA
1953 Collector: A.P. Elkin Series: Ethnic Folkways Library LP - Folkways: FE-4439 ScreenSound Australia cover 242999 - PLM0002552

TRIBAL VOICE (*)

TRIBAL VOICE (*)

TRIBAL VOICE (*)

WANDJUK MARIKA IN PORT MORESBY
Recorded 1976 Released 1977 Single - Larrikin: LRE-014 ScreenSound Australia cover 235439 - PLK000895 Held at AIATSIS

WORLD OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC
LP - World Record Club: R02364
WORLD OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 1974 Series: Adventures In Sound Includes: Dance of the owl (from Australia) LP - Hibiscus: HLS-47

SECTION B: NON-TRADITIONAL MUSIC
Part 1: Performers and Groups

* Entries marked with an asterisk contain traditional material and also appear in Section A.

93-D


ACES WILD

ALF GOLLAN WITH ACES WILD Album: cass.

ADAMSON, TREVOR

GODAKU WALYTJA-PITI Album: cass. - Good-God

TRUST IN THE LORD 1985 Album: cass. - Imparja: No catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242706 - PEJ000884 Held at AIATSIS

WALTZING MATILDA 1995 Album: cass. - CAAMA: 254

WHERE I BELONG 1989 Album: cass. - CAAMA: 205 ScreenSound Australia cover 239195 - PEJ000696, AEJ000503 Held at AIATSIS

Trevor Adamson also features on the compilations Desert Songs I and The Papal Concert : Alice Springs.
AIM 4 MORE


AH CHEE, PAUL see also AMUNDA

Paul Ah Chee features on the compilation Beat The Grog and as a composer on AIDS: How Could I Know.

ALBERT, JOHN see also the JOHN ALBERT BAND

MEMORIES OF LOVE Album: ABC

THROUGH A MIRROR 1993 Album: CD - Sunset Music: JACD-01 ScreenSound Australia cover 240256 - POK001161

ALBERT, STEPHEN

Stephen Albert features on the compilations Songs From Bran Nue Dae and Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording.

THE ALDORADOES

SLIM CONNOR WITH THE ALDORADOES SINGS COUNTRY MUSIC Album: cass. - Pioneer Country Studio: SLMC-1680 Held at AIATSIS

ALEC BECKETT AND THE SPURS OF VENGEANCE COUNTRY BAND

ALEC BECKETT AND THE SPURS OF VENGEANCE COUNTRY BAND 1997 Album: cass. - Angus Woodhead Recording
AMAGULA, LEONARD

Leonard Amagula features on the compilation *Meinmuk: Music From The Top End*.

AMATA CHOIR

AMATA CHOIR Album: cass. - CAAMA

The Amata Choir also features on the compilation *Aboriginal Choirs From Central Australia*.

AMUNDACIVILISED WORLD 1992 Album: CD - Larrikin: CDLRF-269 *ScreenSound Australia cover 210557 - POK000113; DOK000291* Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 223 *ScreenSound Australia cover 210557 - AEJ00504 Held at AIATSIS*

PEDLAR AVE 1993 Single: CD/cass. - Stunt: STUNT-007 *ScreenSound Australia cover 303567 - POK003609* General note: Rachel Perkins also features as vocalist on this album.

Amunda also features on the compilations *AIDS: How Could I Know, From The Bush, From The Bush II, Our Home, Our Land, Sing Loud, Play Strong and Beat The Grog*.

ANDREW, AURIEL

CHOCOLATE PRINCESS 1982 Album: LP - Opal Records: OLLP-522 *ScreenSound Australia cover 242881 - PLM002542, DLM001483*

MBITJANA 1985 Album: cass. - Imparja: no catalogue number *Held at AIATSIS*
TRUCK DRIVING WOMAN; LIES; PIECE OF STRING; TWO VOICES, TWO SHADOWS, TWO FACES 1970Single: 45rpm - Nationwide: NAA-14 ScreenSound Australia cover 244097 - PLK001487, DLK000728

Auriel Andrew also features on the compilation *The Papal Concert: Alice Springs*.

**ANDREWS, SARINA**


**ANU, CHRISTINE CHRISTINE ANU WITH PAUL KELLY: LAST TRAIN** 1993Album: CD/cass. - White Records: D-11565 ScreenSound Australia cover 244804 - POK001357

COME ON; KEEP UP; LAST TRAIN 1995Single: CD - White/Mushroom: D-1192

**HEARTLAND (MUSIC FROM THE TELEVISION SERIES)** 1994Album: CD - ABC Music: 522482-2 ScreenSound Australia cover 247468 - POK001480

**ISLAND HOME; KULBA YADAY** 1994Single: CD - White Records/Mushroom: D-11912 ScreenSound Australia cover 263311 - POK001963

**MONKEY AND THE TURTLE; TAMA OMA** 1994Single: CD - White Records/Mushroom: D-11792 ScreenSound Australia cover 259460 - POK001948


**SING YOUR DESTINY** 1993Album: CD - White Records: D-11562

**STYLIN’ UP** 1995Album: CD - White/Mushroom Records: D-24345 (D-31345) ScreenSound Australia cover 271180 - POK002110

Album: CD - Festival (dist.): D-93437
Album: cass. - Festival (dist.): C-93437

Christine Anu also features on the compilations *Our Home, Our Land, Triple J Hottest 100* 2, *Triple J Hottest 100* 3, *Something For Everybody, The Spirit Of Christmas*; and on the CD single *Now Until The Break Of Day* (1997, EMI: 7243-8-84560-2-9 *ScreenSound Australia cover 331834 - POK004136, AOK000686*); and the Neil Murray single *Give This Day; In My Heart* (1977, ABC Songwriters’ Series: 7243-8844652 5 *ScreenSound Australia cover 328491 - POK004050*).

**AREYONGA DESERT TIGERS**

**LIGHT ON**1988Album: cass. - Imparja: 21*ScreenSound Australia cover 239215 - PEJ000639Held at AIATSIS*

The Areyonga Desert Tigers also feature on the compilations *AIDS: How Could I Know, From The Bush, In Aboriginal, Look At Us! Warlpiri mix: Yapa music, Building Bridges and Beat The Grog.*

**ARMSTRONG, GREG**

Greg Armstrong features on the compilation *In Aboriginal.*

**AROONA**

**AROONA**1985Album: cass. - Imparja
ARTOOWARAPANA BAND

ADNYAMATHANHA WAY
Album: cass. - Dex: 3567

ARTOOWARAPANA COUNTRY
1986
Album: cass.

Artoowarapana Band also features on the compilation *Our Home, Our Land*.

ASHLEY, RAYMOND
GOODBYE DJUT DJUT DJANE
1991
Album: cass. - David Gulpilil Productions/Independent Recordings: 8632
General note: Bobby Bunningurr, Martin Djudjula and David Gulpilil also feature on this album.

ASSANG, GEORGE AND KEN
JUST A CLOSER WALK
ca1965
Album: LP - Philips: PDS-211
ScreenSound Australia cover 244438 - PLM002561
General note: George Assang possibly recorded under the pseudonym Vic Sabrino.

ATKINS, DONNA see also DONNA AND THE DIMES

DONNA ATKINS
Album: cass.

Donna Atkins also features on the compilations *Blackfellas: The Original Soundtrack From The Barron Films Production* and *Fifteen Australian Greats*; and the Josie Boyle album *Dinki Di Aussie*.

ATKINS, MARK see also KOORIWADJULA

DIDGERIDOO CONCERTO
ScreenSound Australia cover 270441 - POK002085
Album (c1996): cass. - Festival: 131976
MARK ATKINS PLAYS DIDGERIDOO
ScreenSound Australia cover 240200 - POK001157, DOK000296
ScreenSound Australia cover 240200 - AOK000457
Album (c1996): CD - Festival: 32000D

THE SOUND OF GOOLWARA
Album: CD - Black Sun: 15026-2
General note: Alan Dargin, David Hudson and Matthew Doyle also feature on this album.

ATKINS, SANDY
Sandy Atkins features on the compilation Fifteen Australian Greats.

ATKINSON, IAN 'MOONIE'
KOORI CLASSIC VOL 5: MOONIE IN MILDURA
1989 Series: Koori Classic Album: cass. -
Enrec: ENC-072
ScreenSound Australia cover 245199 - PEJ000924
Held at AIATSIS
Ian ‘Moonie’ Atkinson also features on the compilation Koori Classic Vol. 1.

AZUAR
Azuar features on the compilation CASM ’89.

BARAMBAH, MAROOCHY
ABORIGINE
1996 Single: CD - Daki Butcha Records: DBPL-003
ScreenSound Australia cover 301002 - POK003497
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998


General note: Adrian Ross plays didjeridu on this album. Subtitle Modern Tribalism appears on cover of CD but not on the label of the 45rpm disc.


BARRY BENNING AND THE BENNING BROTHERS


THE BENNING BROS BAND 1998 Album: CD - Pindaroo: PIN503CD


BAULU-WAH BUSHRANGERSLAND OF KIJA PEOPLE 1998 Album: CD - no label or catalogue number
**BECKETT, ALEC** see under ALEC BECKETT AND THE SPURS OF VENGEANCE COUNTRY BAND

**BECKETT, ANDREW**

Andrew Beckett features on the compilation CASM ‘90.

**BEETON, ELVIN** see under BROWN, LES

**THE BENNING BROTHERS** see under BARRY BENNING AND THE BENNING BROTHERS

**BICKERTON ISLAND BAND**

The Bickerton Island Band feature on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

**BIDGEE WONDERS**

Bidgee Wonders features on the compilation Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival ‘79.

**BIN BAKAR, MARK**


**BINDARRI, JIM**

Jim Bindarri features on the compilation Desert Songs 1.

**BINGURR**

Bingurr features on the compilation Stompem Ground.
BLACKFIRE

A TIME TO DREAM 1994 Album: CD - Caama Music: CAAMA-230 ScreenSound Australia cover 248890 - POK001551) Held at AIATSIS


Blackfire also features on the compilations Our Home, Our Land and Wax Trax.

BLACK LACE

DEATHS IN CUSTODY; DON'T BOGART THAT JOINT 1988 Single: 45 rpm - Maya Records: MRC-804

Black Lace also features on the compilation Rock Against Racism.

BLACKSTORM

DESERT CALLING 1995 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: M-246 ScreenSound Australia cover 288346 - PEJ001644, AEJ0000561

BLAIR, HAROLD

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL SONGS 1956 Album: LP - Score: POL-003


HOW GREAT THOU ART; I'LL WALK WITH GOD; THE HOLY CITY Single: 45 rpm - Crest: CRT-7-EP025 ScreenSound Australia cover 237036 - PLK000941; DLK000416

Harold Blair also features on the compilation The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginals And Torres Strait Islanders.

BLEKBALA MUJIK BLEKBALA MUJIK (*) 1995 Album: CD - CAAMA: CAAMA-244-CDA Album: cass. Caama Music: CAAMA-244 ScreenSound Australia cover 288097 - PEJ001642
COME-N-DANCE (*1993 Album: CD/cass. - CAAMA: 226ScreenSound Australia cover 239498 - (CD) POK001252, (cass.) AEJ000500 Held at AIATSIS

MIDNAINT MUJIK (*1990 Album: cass. - CAAMA: 213ScreenSound Australia cover 266827 - PEJ001101 Held at AIATSIS

NITMILUK! (*1990 Album: cass. - CAAMA: 209ScreenSound Australia cover 242666 - PEJ000881 Held at AIATSIS

Blekbala Mujik also features on the compilations Croc Rock, From The Bush, Sing Loud, Play Strong, and Our Home, Our Land.

BLUE RANGERS

Blue Rangers feature on the compilation In Aboriginal.

BOBONGIE, CHARLES

CHARLES BOBONGIE AND A BORROWED GUITAR 1990 Album: cass. - Love Tale Productions: CB-02ScreenSound Australia cover 242721 - PEJ000885; AEJ000493
BOND, STEVE

BOYLE, JOSIE
DINKI DI AUSSIE Album: cass. No label or catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 265225 - PEJ001108; AEk000540 Held at AIATSIS General note: Richard Walley performs as instrumentalist on this album. Donna Atkins composed the song Dinki Di Aussie.

WARBURTON MOUNTAINS 198- Album: cass. - Graham Owens, Perth: No catalogue number, Planet Studios, WAHeld at AIATSIS


Josie Boyle also features on the compilations Fifteen Australian Greats, Variety Of Aboriginal Culture and Where Are The Children?

BRACKEN, GEORGE
BLUE JEAN ROCK; WHY DON'T YOU WRITE? 1959 Single: 45rpm - W&G: SL-876 ScreenSound Australia cover 244133 - PLK001498, DLK000738

TURN ME LOOSE; SEA CRUISE 1959 Single: 45rpm - W&G: SL-802 ScreenSound Australia cover 244130 - PLK001497, DLK000737, ALK001842

BRAN NUE DAE
Bran Nue Dae features on the compilation Stompem Ground.

BREMOND, BERNIE
Bernie Bremond features on the compilation Croc Rock.

BRIDGE, ERNIE (KIMBERLEY COUNTRY BAND) ERNIE BRIDGE LIVE AT THE CONCERT HALL 1982 Album: cass. - EMI: DR-8208

ERNIE BRIDGE SINGS IT AUSTRALIAN 1983 Album: LP - EMI: EMX-120 ScreenSound Australia cover 217364 - PLM001109; DLM000811 Album: cass - EMI: TCEMX-120 ScreenSound Australia cover 217364 - AEJ000139
THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN DREAM 1990
Album: cass. - No label: DR-9001 ScreenSound Australia cover 265031 - PEJ001111

HELICOPTER RINGER ca1981
Album: LP - EMI Album: cass - No label: CMC-025 ScreenSound Australia cover 265018 - PEJ001112

Ernie Bridge also features on the compilation Stompem Ground.

BRIDGE, ERNIE AND NOEL

200 YEARS AGO 1994
Album: CD - No label: DR-9401 ScreenSound Australia cover 266836 - PEJ001102

Britten, Bill

Bill Britten features on the compilations Fifteen Australian Greats and Where Are The Children?

Broken English

Broken English feature on the compilations Croc Rock and Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

Brown, Harold


Brown, Les

CAPE BARREN ISLAND DANCE MUSIC
Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Custom Recording. Amco, Sydney: AW-33235
General note: this is a re-recording of violin solos by Les Brown. It was made after his death with Norman Brown and Elvin Beeton playing accompaniments to his pre-taped solos.

Brown, Norman see under Brown, Les

Brown Sugar Band see under Duck Corbett and The Brown Sugar Band

Bunnungurr, Bobby
GOODBYE DJUT DJUT DJANE
General note: Raymond Ashley, Martin Djudjula and David Gulpilil also feature on this album.

Bobby Bunnungurr also features: on the compilation Sounds Of An Ancient Land: A Collection; and the Gondwanaland album Wide Skies (CD - LOG: DIN-9007-D ScreenSound Australia cover 319158 - POK003753).

BUSH DOKTA
Bush Dokta features on the compilation Fresh Tracks. Series 08: The Campus Bands.

THE BUSH KIDS
THE BUSH KIDS SING COUNTRY
1994 Album: cass./CD - CAAMA: 237/238 ScreenSound Australia cover 268066 - (CD) POK002059 Held at AIATSIS

The Bush Kids also features on the compilation In Aboriginal.

BUTCHER, SAMMY
Sammy Butcher features on the compilation Rebel Voices From Black Australia.

BUTTERS, JUDY
Judy Butters features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

BYRNE, FRANKIE
Frankie Byrne features on the compilation Desert Songs 1.

CARMODY, KEV
BLOOD RED ROSE; ELLY
1991 Single: cass. - Festival: C-1133 Held at AIATSIS

BLOODLINES
1993 Album: CD - Festival: D-30954 ScreenSound Australia cover 244410 - POK001352
EULOGY (FOR A BLACK PERSON) 1991 Album: CD - Festival: D-30692 ScreenSound Australia cover 244400 - POK001351 Held at AIATSIS

FREEDOM 1993 Single: CD - Festival: D-11457 ScreenSound Australia cover 244423 - POK001350

IMAGES AND ILLUSIONS 1995 Album: CD - Festival: D-31380

ON THE WIRE; THE MESSENGER; SORRY BUSINESS [DUB VERSION] 1994 Single: CD - Festival: D-11640 ScreenSound Australia cover 247536 - POK001506 General notes: Tiddas also feature on this single. The single is also know by the collective title On the Wire.


STREETBEAT 1992 Album: CD - Festival: D-11344 ScreenSound Australia cover 244395 - POK001349 Held at AIATSIS

THE YOUNG DANCER IS DEAD; EULOGY; ON THE WIRE 1995 Single: CD - Festival: D-901 ScreenSound Australia cover 313160 - POK003672 Single: cass. - Festival: C-901


CASSAR-DALEY, TROY

BEYOND THE DANCING 1994 Album: CD - Columbia: 478211-2 ScreenSound Australia cover 263514 - POK001966

DREAM OUT LOUD; ALWAYS RUNNING; MUSIC MAN; LOVE ME 1994 Single: CD - Columbia: 660929-2 ScreenSound Australia cover 263500 - POK001396, AOK000272


Troy Cassar-Daley also features on: the compilations Another Season: Harvest II, Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia; and the Anne Kirkpatrick album Anne Kirkpatrick And Friends Live (1995, CD - ABC Music: 4798102 ScreenSound Australia cover 276639 - AOK000361)

CASM BLUES BAND

CASM Blues Band features on the compilation CASM ’90.

CASM BLUES GROUP

CASM Blues Group features on the compilation CASM ’89.
CASM JAZZ GROUP

CASM Jazz group features on the compilation CASM '89.

CASSO AND THE AXONS

AUSTRALIA FOR SALE 1987 Album: cass - Imparja: no catalogue number Held at AIATSIS

Casso and the Axons also features on the compilation Sing Loud, Play Strong

CASSO AND REGGAE DAVE LOVE IS THE ONLY DRUG 1990 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 216 ScreenSound Australia cover 238706 - PEJ000663 Held at AIATSIS

Casso and Reggae Dave also feature on the compilation From The Bush II.

CASTILLON, GREG see CASSO AND THE AXONS, CASSO AND REGGAE DAVE

CEDRIC, BARRY


Barry Cedric also features on the compilation Cairns Compact.

CHAQUEBOR, BRENDON

Brendon Chaquebor features on the compilations Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia and Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley.

CHEINMORA, DOLLY

Dolly Cheinmora features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.
CHESTER, FEATHER

Feather Chester features on the compilation *Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79*

CHI, JIMMY

Jimmy Chi features on the compilations *Yella Mundi, Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording*, *Brand New Day (Milliya Rumurra)*, and *Corrugation Road*. In collaboration with other members of Kuckles, he composed the songs for *Songs from Bran Nue Dae*.

CHITTY, VI

**AWAKENING; 150 ON DOWN THE LINES**Single: 45 rpm - EMI: PRS-2763

**TALL TREES**1984Album: cass. - Home Grown Products: HGC-03

CHRYSOPHRASE

Chrysophrase feature on the compilations *From The Bush* and *From The Bush II*.

THE CLASH see under GARY FOLEY AND THE CLASH

CIRCLE OF FATE

**HARRY; IGNORANCE; FATHER AND SON; THE PAIN**1993Single: CD - Red Giant: COFCD-EP2ScreenSound Australia cover 243428 - POK001305

CLANTON, MICHAEL

Michael Clanton features on the compilation *Fifteen Australian Greats*.

COFFIN, LORRAE

Lorrae Coffin features on the compilation *Blackfellas: The Original Sound Track From The Barron Films Production*.
COLLINS, LES

Les Collins features on the compilation *Rebel Voices From Black Australia* and *Koori Classic Vol. 2: Aboriginal Artists Present The All Australian Fifties Party*.

COLOURED STONE

BAREFEET DANCING1995 cass.

BLACK ROCK FROM THE RED CENTRE1986 Album: LP - Powderworks: POW-6123
*ScreenSound Australia cover 210055 - PLM000754*
Album: CD - RCA Victor: SPCD-1209
*ScreenSound Australia cover 210055 - DOK000053*

BUNA LAWRIE'S BEST OF COLOURED STONE1998 Album: CAAMA: 313

COLOURED STONE Album: cass. - Imparja: *Held at AIATSIS*

*Held at AIATSIS*

DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT; KAPI PULKA1986 Single: 45 rpm - Powderworks/Hot Records: POW-0369
*ScreenSound Australia cover 244544 - PLK001524*

DEAD HEART

Single: Sprint/Columbia

General note: with Warumpi Band.

HUMAN LOVE1986 Album: LP - Powderworks: POW-6122
*ScreenSound Australia cover 210056 - PLM000755, ALM000919*
Album: CD: RCA Victor: SPCD-1208
*ScreenSound Australia cover 210056 - DOK000054*

*ScreenSound Australia cover 218765 - POK000332*

ISLAND OF GREED1985 Album: LP - RCA Victor: SPLP-1088
*ScreenSound Australia cover 220033 - PLM001515*
Album: CD - RCA Victor: SPCD-1088
*ScreenSound Australia cover 220033 - DOK000115*
*Held at AIATSIS*

ISLAND OF GREED; BREAKING HEARTS1985 Single: 45 rpm - Imparja: IMPS-702
*ScreenSound Australia cover 244542 - PLK001523*
*Held at AIATSIS*

KOONIBBA ROCK1985 Album: LP - Imparja: IMPL-1001
*ScreenSound Australia cover 220035 - PLM001517*
Album: LP - RCA Victor: SPL1-1087
*ScreenSound Australia cover 220035 - DLM001083*
Album: CD - RCA Victor: SPCD-1087
*ScreenSound Australia cover 220035 - AOK000024*
*Held at AIATSIS*

SONGS FROM THE NULLABOR1995cass.

STAY YOUNG; LOVE IS FOR LIFE1988Single: 45 rpm - RCA Victor:104967ScreenSound Australia cover 244546 - PLK001525


WILD DESERT ROSE; LOVE IS FOR LIFE1988Single: 45rpm - RCA Victor:105091ScreenSound Australia cover 244549 - PLK001544Held at AIATSIS

Coloured Stone also feature on the compilations Blackfellas: The Original Sound Track From The Barron Films Production, Our Home, Our Land, Sing Loud, Play Strong, Stompem Ground, This Is Hot, This Is Hot Too, High Temperature, and Building Bridges.

COLOURS

COLOURS1994Album: CD - Lasseters Reef: CCD-001ScreenSound Australia cover 270942 - POK002096

CONNOR, SLIM

SLIM CONNOR WITH THE ALDORADOES SINGS COUNTRY MUSICAlbum: cass.-Pioneer Country Sounds: SLMC-1680Held at AIATSIS

THE COUNTRY LADS

THE COUNTRY LADSAlbum: cass. - CAAMA: 211

COROWA, RALPH

Ralph Corowa features on the compilation CASM '90.
COUNTRY EBONY see also under GUS WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY and under WARREN H. WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY

NGWALA IMBUTJIKA! (LEAVE GROG ALONE) 1993 Album: cass. - No label or catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242878 - PEJ000891 General note: Anti-grog project initiated by the Ntaria (Hermannsberg) Council. Performed with The Sandhill Mob, Warren Williams (Jr) and Clyde Williams.


THE COUNTRY LADS see IRWIN INKAMALA AND THE COUNTRY LADS

COUNTRY OUTCASTS see also under HARRY WILLIAMS AND THE COUNTRY OUTCASTS


COUNTRY RAMBLERS

Country Ramblers features on the compilation Papal Concert: Alice Springs.

THE COUNTRY SHADES

SHADES OF COUNTRY Album: cass.

COX, FRANCIS JUST A COUNTRY BOY Album

COX, KATHLEEN

THROUGH MY EYES 1985 Album: cass.
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998

COX, KERRIANN

JUST WANNA MOVE199?Album: CD - no label: KC111

Kerriann Cox also features on the compilation Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia.

COX, LUCY

KIMBERLEY LEGENDAlbum: cass.

CROMPTON, ROBERT

ON THE LAKE1993Album: cass.

D'ANGELO, SHEENA


DANNY DICKERSON AND THE RAINBOW SERPENT BAND

DANNY DICKERSON AND THE RAINBOW SERPENT BANDE1993Album: cass. - No label or catalogue number

ScreenSound Australia cover 264983 - PEJ001128

DARGAN, ASH


COOL JAZZ HOT DIDJ1998Album: CD - Indigenous Australia: IA 2034

ScreenSound Australia cover 405239 - POK004847


ScreenSound Australia cover 404813 - POK004814


ScreenSound Australia cover 405106 - POK004836


General note: with Don Emilio Fernandez de la Vega


TRANCE SCAPES 1998? Album: CD - Indigenous Australia: IA 2033 DScreenSound Australia cover 405225 - POK004842

TRIBAL OFFERINGS 1998? Album: CD - Indigenous Australia: IA 2035 DScreenSound Australia cover 404884 - POK004818

WIRRIMBAH 1998 Album: CD - Indigenous Australia: IA 2031 DScreenSound Australia cover 403895 - POK004774

DARGIN, ALAN see also under RECONCILIATION BLOODWOOD: THE ART OF THE DIDJERIDU 1991 Album: CD/cass. - Natural Symphonies: NS-331 DScreenSound Australia cover 80721 - (CD) POK000004; (CD) DOK000055

CROSS AND HATCH: DIDJERIDU AND PERCUSSION 1998 Album: CD - Black Sun Records: UPC-0 1371 15028 4


General note: Alan Dargin, David Hudson and Matthew Doyle also feature on this album.

Alan Dargin also features on: the Dale Barlow album Dale Barlow (1995, CD - ABC Jazz: 4797822 ScreenSound Australia cover 287002 - POK002482); and the soundtrack Reckless Kelly (Awabakelly).

DEADHEART


DEEMAL, IVAN

ONE WOMAN 1993 Album: CD - No label: GGHCD-1 DScreenSound Australia cover 266851 - POK002015, DOK000419 General note: “This project has been assisted by the Aboriginal Committee of the Arts Council. Post production: GGL Entertainment.” -- CD slick.
DENNISON, ALBERT

Albert Dennison features on the compilation *Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79.*
**DESSERT WIND**

Desert Wind features on the compilation *In Aboriginal*.

**DICKERSON, DANNY, AND THE RAINBOW SERPENT BAND** see under DANNY DICKERSON AND THE RAINBOW SERPENT BAND

**DINGO, ERNIE**

Ernie Dingo features on: the compilations *Ted Egan Presents The Aboriginals* (Faces Of Australia Series), *Country Kids, One* (Happy Birthday Series), and *Three* (Happy Birthday Series); and the Paul Kelly and the Messengers album *Comedy* (1991, CD - Mushroom: RMD-53343 *ScreenSound Australia cover 228877 - POK000781, AOK000442*).

**DJAAMBI**

**DJAAMBI** 1990 Album: cass. - No label or catalogue number *ScreenSound Australia cover 330088 - PEJ002835*

Djaambí also features in the compilation *Tram Tracks*.

**DJANDULU, HECTOR**

Hector Djandulu features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

**DJIAAGWEEN, FRANCES**

Frances Djiaagween features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

**DJILAYNGA, GEORGE**

George Djilaynga features on the compilation *Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia*.
**DJUDJULA, MARTIN**

**GOODBYE DJUT DJUT DJANE**
1991 Album: cass. - David Gulpilil Productions/Independent
Recordings: 8632
General note: Raymond Ashley, Bobby Bunnungurr and David Gulpilil also perform on this album.

**DONNA AND THE DIMES**

Donna and the Dimes features on the compilation *Noongar Voices Singing Strong*.

**DOOLAN, SYLVANA**

Sylvana Doolan features on the compilations *Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording* and *Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia*.

**DOYLE, MATTHEW**

**LIGHTNING MAN**
1994 Album: CD - New World Productions: NWCD-716
*ScreenSound Australia cover 270777 - POK002038, AOK000408*

**THE SOUND OF GOOLWARA**
1997 Album: CD - Black Sun: 15026-2
General note: Alan Dargin, David Hudson and Mark Atkins also feature on this album.

**STORMBIRD**
1997 Album: CD - One World Music: OWD111
General note: with Tony Lewis.

**WILD HONEY DREAMING**
1993 Album: CD - New World Productions: NWCD-710
*ScreenSound Australia cover 245685 - POK001384*
General note: with Riley Lee.
DUCK CORBETT AND THE BROWN SUGAR BAND

BROTHERS OF THE LAND Album

BROWN SUGAR
1991
Album: cass. - No label or catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242599 - PEJ000878, AEJ0000550

DONGA

GET THE FACTS

IDEAL TOURIST DESTINATION 1992 Album: cass. - No label: LAW-AB20 ScreenSound Australia cover 264583 - PEJ001131

EDGAR, JAMES

James Edgar features on the compilation Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording.

EDWARDS, KUTCHA


EDWARDS, TIM

TODAY'S THE DAY 1989 Album: cass. - Gospel Fire: GFC-051 ScreenSound Australia cover 368670 - PEJ003164 Held at AIATSIS

EKLON, TENNESSEE

Tennessee Eklon features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

ERNABELLA CHOIR The Ernabella Choir features on the compilations Desert Songs 1, Rebel Voices From Black Australia, and Aboriginal Choirs From Central Australia.

EURABA see under KNOX, ROGER
FITZROY EXPRESS see also MARR, DANNY

LIVE IN BROOME '921993Album: CD - Tube: CD 51

Fitzroy Express features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

FLETCHER, KERRY see under KERRY FLETCHER AND WONGI CHILDREN FROM NIGA MIA

FOLEY, GARY see under GARY FOLEY AND THE CLASH

FOOTPRINCE

YOU BETTER RUN 1993Album: cass - No label:TA-001Album: CD - No label: TADC-001ScreenSound Australia cover 0256721 - POK001947, DOK000397

Footprince also features on the compilation Stompem Ground.

FORD, RICK

NOWADAYS; MORE’S THE PITY 1987Single: 45rpm - Enrec: ENC-040

FORRESTER, RAY

Ray Forrester features on the compilation Desert Songs 2.
FOUR MEN STRANDED

Four Men Stranded feature on the compilation Croc Rock.

FRANEY, DOREEN

Doreen Franey features on the compilation Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79.

FRANKLAND, RICHARD

DOWN THREE WATERHOLES ROAD 1997 Album: CD - Larrikin: LRF-436 ScreenSound Australia cover 330131 - POK004113

FREGON CHOIR

Fregon Choir features on the compilation Aboriginal Choirs From Central Australia.

FRIENDS IN HARMONY

Friends in Harmony feature on the compilation Papal Concert: Alice Springs.

GALIWINKU SALTWATER BAND

The Galiwinku Saltwater Band feature on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

GAME DI OUTSTATION CHOIR

The Gamedi Outstation Choir feature on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

GARY FOLEY AND THE CLASH

Gary Foley and The Clash feature on the compilation Rebel Voices From Black Australia.

GASTIN, ANNIE

Annie Gaston features on the compilation Croc Rock.
GEIA, JOE

TRIBAL JOURNEY 1995 Album: CD - Explorations: LRX-381 ScreenSound Australia cover 405637 - POK004860 General note: with Nu-Q

YIL LULL 1988 Album: LP Held at AIATSIS

Joe Geia features on the compilations AIDS: How Could I Know, Building Bridges and Rebel Voices From Black Australia.

GOLLAN, ALF

ALF GOLLAN WITH ACES WILD Album: Cass.

GRAHAM, MERV

LIFE PUZZLE 1996 Album: CD - MG Productions: MG CD-0001

GRAY, TRACEY LEE
CLICKETTY CLACK; FAR AWAY 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Enrec: ENS-046 ScreenSound Australia Cover 244986 - PLK001586 General note: Tracey Lee Gray performs Clicketty Clack only, Far away is performed by Sharon Mann.


GREEN, ROBYN

GOOD NEWS, VOL. 2 1988 Album: cass. - Focus: RPC-8704 ScreenSound Australia Cover 248820 - AEJ000490, PEJ001063

HE IS THE ANSWER 1986 Album: cass. - Alpha and Omega: RP-8601 ScreenSound Australia Cover 239000 - AEJ000486 Held at AIATSIS

SHINE ON 1992 Album: CD/cass. - Alpha and Omega: AAO-009 ScreenSound Australia Cover 239011 - (CD) DOK000408, POK001139

GROUP 9692

UNTE NTHENHERENYE? (WHERE DO YOU COME FROM?) Album: cass. - Institute for Aboriginal Development: 01 ScreenSound Australia Cover 243600 - PEJ000897
Held at AIATSIS

General note: Group 9692 is a group of Arrernte teachers-in-training who participated in a songwriting workshop in Alice Springs for 2 weeks in June 1992. It performs on most of the tracks of this album. Nora Wheeler also performs on most of the tracks on this album.

GUDJU GUDJUDavid Hudson presents Gudju Gudju (*)

Album: CD - Indigenous Australia: IA-2005 - ScreenSound Australia Cover 330243 - POK004114

General note: David Hudson features on didgeridu and contributes on drums/percussion on this album.

FOLLOW ONE TRACK 1995

Album: CD - Larrikin: LRX-375

Album: cass - Larrikin:TCLR-375

ScreenSound Australia cover 405410 - POK004859

Held at AIATSIS

Gulingi Ngungu

Gulingi Ngungu features on the compilation Stompem Ground.
GULPILIL, DAVID


David Gulpilil also features on the album Les Aborigenes: Chants at Danses de L'Australie du Nord (*).

GUNADA BAND Gunada Band features on the compilation Stompem Ground.

GUNN, KEVIN

BEST OF KEVIN GUNNA Album: cass.

COUNTRY VARIETY Album: LP - Matilda Records

KIMBERLEY ROADTRAIN; ABOUT BUDDY WILLIAMS 1991 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Big Wheel Recordings: BWRS-001 ScreenSound Australia Cover 242343 - PLK001348

TRAVELLIN' MAN Album: LP - Matilda Records: MLP-501

Kevin Gunn also features on the compilation Fifteen Australian Greats.

GUS WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY

I'M NOT TRYING TO FORGET Album: cass. - Ntjalka Records: No catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242866 - PEJ000890

MY KIND OF HEAVEN 1993 Album: cass. - Ntjalka Records: No catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242847 - PEJ000889

SOUTHERN CROSS 1993 Album: - Ntjalka Records: CRS-145 ScreenSound Australia cover 243383 - PEJ000894

STORM IN MY HEART Album: cass. - Ntjalka Records: No catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242810 - PEJ000887

STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART 1992 Album: cass. - Ntjalka Records: No catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 242828 - PEJ000888

HAINES, ALICE

ONE LAW 1993 Single: cassingle - No label: ACDC-5656

Alice Haines also features on the compilation *Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording*.

HANCOCK, JAMES

James Hancock features on the compilation *Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording*.

HANSEN, MORT

THE STORY OF DIDGERIDO0 1998 Album: CD - Mariposa: MPCD 3032

HANSEN, PERCY see under PERCY HANSEN AND NYOONGAH DREAMING

HARD TIMES

Hard Times features on the compilation *Rock Against Racism Vol. 1*. 
HARDY, COL

BLACK AND WHITE TANGLE 1982 Album: cass./LP - Opal: OLLP-523 ScreenSound Australia Cover 230170 - (LP) PLM002453, DLM001446

BLACK GOLD 1973 Album: cass./LP - Opal: OLLP-501 ScreenSound Australia Cover 230169 - (LP) PLM002452

COL HARDY COUNTRY 1978 Album: cass./LP - Opal: OLLP-505 ScreenSound Australia Cover 230168 - (LP) PLM002451, DLM001445

PROTEST, PROTEST! 1972 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Opal: OLEP-309 ScreenSound Australia Cover 243364 - PLK001407

REMEMBER ME 1991 Album: cass./LP - Opal: OLLP-53 ScreenSound Australia Cover 243369 - (cass.) PEJ000893

HARGRAVES, NED

Ned Hargraves features on the compilation Look at Us! Warlpiri Mix: Yapa Music.

HARRISON, ALAN

Alan Harrison features on the compilation Papal concert: Alice Springs.

HARRISON, DON

Don Harrison features on the compilation Desert Songs 2.
HARRY WILLIAMS AND THE COUNTRY OUTCASTS

HARRY AND WILGA WILLIAMS AND THE COUNTRY OUTCASTS 1981
Album: LP - Hadley Records: HLP-1259
ScreenSound Australia cover 235643 - PLM002517, DLM001475, ALM001255
Held at AIATSIS

HARRY WILLIAMS AND THE COUNTRY OUTCASTS 1979
Album: LP - RCA: VAL1-0247
ScreenSound Australia cover 235611 - PLM002516

HEADWIND

Headwind features on the compilation CASM ’90.

HERMANNsburg Ladies Choir

ARRENTE CHRISTMAS CAROLS 1988
Album: cass. - Imparja: 25
ScreenSound Australia Cover 239452 - PEJ000678, AEJ000492
Held at AIATSIS

HERMANNsburg Aranda Ladies Choir 1985
Album: cass. - Imparja: No catalogue number
ScreenSound Australia Cover 239465 - AEJ000487
Held at AIATSIS

HUCKLE, JOHNNY

Johnny Huckle features on the compilations Koori Classic Vol. 7: Jump And Jive and The Best Of Koori Classics.

HUDSON, DAVID

THE ART OF THE DIDJERIDU 1997
Album: CD - Black Sun: 15029-2
ScreenSound Australia cover 334492 - POK004184, AOK000709

Album: CD - Black Sun: UPC 0 1371 1509 2 3

AUSTRALIA: SOUND OF THE EARTH 1990
Album: CD - Fortuna Records: 17071-2
ScreenSound Australia Cover 220524 - POK000436

DAVID HUDSON PRESENTS GUDJU GUDJU (*) 2005
Album: CD - Indigenous Australia: IA-2005-D
ScreenSound Australia Cover 330243 - POK004114
General note: The band Gudju Gudju feature on all tracks on this album.

DIDGERIDOO SPIRIT 1996
Album: CD - Oceanic Music: OM-9013-D
DIDGERALIA Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2009
ScreenSound Australia Cover 330272 - (CD) POK 004115

FROM CAMPFIRE TO STAGELIGHT Album: cass. - Enc: ENC-015
Held at AIATSIS


INDIGENOUS SPIRIT Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2003

KURANDA Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2008

NESSUN DORMA (GARI WUNANG) Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-011
General note: This album is released under the artist name of David Hudson and Friends.

RAINBOW SERPENT Album: CD - Celestial Harmonies:13096-2

ROSIE’S FREEDOM Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2012

THE SOUND OF GOOLWARA Album: CD - Black Sun: 15026-2
General note: Alan Dargin, David Hudson and Matthew Doyle also feature on this album.


UNDARA DAWN Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2006
ScreenSound Australia Cover 330311 - (CD) POK 004119

WANGETTI Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2013

WOOLUNDA: TEN SOLOS FOR DIDJERIDOO Album: CD - Celestial Harmonies:13071-2
ScreenSound Australia Cover 242409 - POK001247

YIGI YIGI Album: CD/cass. - Indigenous Australia: IA-2004
ScreenSound Australia Cover 330298 - (CD) POK 004118

David Hudson also features on: the compilation Variety of Aboriginal Culture; the Tjapukai Dancers’ album Proud To Be Aborigine; and the re-release of Nigel Westlake composition The Edge (1996, CD - Tall Poppies: TP-085 ScreenSound Australia cover 296453 - POK003192); and the Steve Roach album Dreamtime Return (1988, CD - Fortuna Records: 2CD-18055-2 ScreenSound Australia cover 220531 - POK000437).

HUNT, GEOFF

GEOFF HUNT SINGS ELVIS Album: cass.

50
GUITAR BOOGIE; MARIA ELENA
Single: 7 inch 45 rpm - Stoney Broke Records: LDPS 2001
*ScreenSound Australia Cover 246803 - PLK001772*

MUM AND DAD; FEEL THE SAME WITHOUT A WOMAN; HEARTBREAK;
AVENUE 1982
Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - EMI: 13310
HUNT, GWEN

YOU BELONG TO ME
Album: cass.

HUNTER, RUBY

KOORIE
1989
Album: cass. - Victorian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Trust Held at AIATSIS

THOUGHTS WITHIN
1994
Album: CD/cass. - Aurora: D-31108 ScreenSound Australia Cover 247553 - (CD) POK001495
General note: Tiddas features on this album.

Ruby Hunter also features on the compilations Yella Mundi, Celebration: The Spirit Of Port Fairy, Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia; and the Archie Roach album Jamu Dreaming.

I-LAND

I-Land features on the compilation Noongar Voices Singing Strong.

ILKARI MARU

ILKARI MARU
Album: cass. - CAAMA Held at AIATSIS

WANGANGARANGKU RUNGKANU: LIGHTNING STRIKES
Album: cass. - Imparja Recordings: 17 ScreenSound Australia Cover 238719 - PEJ000672 Held at AIATSIS

Ilkari Maru also features on the compilations The Papal Concert: Alice Springs, Rock Against Racism Vol. 1, Building Bridges and Beat The Grog.
INDIJJINUS


INKAMALA, IRWIN, AND THE COUNTRY LADS see IRWIN INKAMALA AND THE COUNTRY LADS
IRWIN INKAMALA AND THE COUNTRY LADS

HERMANNESBURG MOUNTAIN 1990 Album: cass. - CAAMA: 211 *ScreenSound Australia Cover 239331 - PEJ000673 Held at AIATSIS

Irwin Inkamala and the Country Lads also features on the compilation *From The Bush.*

ISAAC YAMMA AND THE PITJANTJATJARA COUNTRY BAND

ISAAC YAMMA AND THE PITJANTJATJARA COUNTRY BAND 1987 Album: cass. - Imparja: 23 Held at AIATSIS
ISAAC YAMMA AND THE PITJANTJATJARA COUNTRY BAND, 2 Album: cass. - Imparja Held at AIATSIS

Isaac Yamma and the Pitjantjatjara Country Band also features on the compilations *Aids: How Could I Know.*

ISHMAIL, SAMMY Sammy Ishmail features on the compilations *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia* and *Walking Along the Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley.*

JAMIESON, TREVOR

Trevor Jamieson features on the compilation *Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording.*

JANANGALEE

JANANGALEE 1994 Album: CD - Total Sound Studios: TSDG-001

JANKE, TONI HEARTS SPEAK OUT 1993 Album: CD - Toni Janke Productions: TJP-001 *ScreenSound Australia Cover 242361 - POK001242, DOK000407*
Toni Janke features on the compilation *Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia*.

**JOHNSON, BRUCE AND ROBIN**

Bruce and Robin Johnson feature on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

**JIMBIDIE, IRENE**

Irene Jimbidie features on the compilations *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia* and *Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley*.

**JIMBIDIE, RONNIE**

Ronnie Jimbidie features on the compilations *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia* and *Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley*.

**JOHN ALBERT BAND**

The John Albert Band features on the compilation *Stompem Ground*.

**JONES, CHRIS**

**SAN ANTONIO STROLL ; WHEN I DREAM** Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Opal: OLS-022
JULIE, MABELL

Mabell Julie features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional and Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

KANAKIYA

Kanakiya features on the compilation Ted Egan Presents The Aboriginals.

KANTAWARA, DARYL

MY COUNTRY1992 Album: cass. - Ntjalka Records: NOO-1C ScreenSound Australia cover 238089 - PEJ000665

Daryl Kantawara also features on the compilation Beat The Grog.

KELLY, KATHY


KERRY FLETCHER AND WONGI CHILDREN FROM NINGA MIA

COEXISTENCE1998 Single: CD - Australians for Reconciliation WA

KIDD, STEVE

Steve Kidd features on the compilation Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording.

KIMBERLEY COUNTRY BAND see under BRIDGE, ERNIE

KINTORE CHOIR

The Kintore Choir features on the compilation Aboriginal Choirs From Central Australia.
KINTORE GOSPEL BAND


KIWAT, JARDINE (ANDY)

Jardine Kiwat features on the compilation Shoulder To Shoulder.

KIRBY, JOSH

JOSH KIRBY PLAYS COUNTRY LOVIN’ 1982 Album: JKA 812 Held at AIATSIS

KNOX, BUDDY

Buddy Knox features on the compilations Koori Classic Vol. 7: Jump And Jive and The Best Of Koori Classics.

KNOX, ROGER (EURABA)

GIVE IT A GO 1984 Album: LP - Enrec: ENL-001 ScreenSound Australia cover 228434 - PLM002328, DLM001386 Album: cass. - Enrec: ENC-001 ScreenSound Australia cover 228434 - AEJ000491 Held at AIATSIS

THE GOSPEL ALBUM 1986 Album: cass. - Enrec: ENC-020 ScreenSound Australia cover 245065 - PEJ000918 Held at AIATSIS

GOULBURN JAIL; MALABAR MANSION 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Enrec: ENS-047 ScreenSound Australia cover 244983 - PLK001595

KOALA BEAR; HEY SHERIFF 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Enrec: ENS-045 ScreenSound Australia cover 244980 - PLK001585

WARRIOR IN CHAINS: THE BEST OF ROGER KNOX 1993 Album: CD - Enrec: EN-160-CD ScreenSound Australia cover 240217 - POK001158, DOK000297 Held at AIATSIS

KOORIWADJULA

KOORIWADJULA 1992 Album: CD - Enrec: EN-149-CDScreenSound Australia cover 214426 - POK000173, DOK000183, AOK000086 Held at AIATSIS

KUCKLES

TRAFFIC LIGHTS ; FISHING 1982 Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - CASM: KB-1000

Kuckles also feature on the compilations Bran Nue Dae: Milliya Rumurra, Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording, Songs from Bran Nue Dae and Corrugation Road.

KULUMINDINI BAND

MARLINJJA MUSIC Album: cass. - Marlinja Music

YOU'RE NOT USELESS 1993 Album: cass. - Marlinja Music: no catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 239299 - PEJ000695, AEJ000498

Kulumindini Band also features on the compilation From The Bush II.

LAJAMANU CHOIR

The Lajamanu Choir features on the compilation Aboriginal Choirs From Central Australia.

LANCE O'CHIN AND FRIENDS

DARK MOODS
Albums: cass. - Australia Council for the Arts Held at AIATSIS

LAUGHTON, HERBIE HERBIE LAUGHTON 1990 Album: cass. - Imparja: no catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 238829 - PEJ000670 Held at AIATSIS

Herbie Laughton also features on the compilations Desert Songs 1, Desert Songs 2, Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79, Papal Concert: Alice Springs and Beat The Grog.

LAWRIE, BUNA see also under COLOURED STONE
Buna Lawrie features on the compilations *Rebel Voices From Black Australia*, *Our Home, Our Land* and *Blackfellas: The Original Soundtrack From The Barron Films Production*.

**LEE, GEORGIA**

**GEORGIA LEE SINGS THE BLUES DOWNUNDER** 1962 Album: LP - Crest: CRT-12LP-004

**IT'S A LOVELY DAY TOMORROW; RETURN (TO THE ONE WHO LOVES YOU)** 1961 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Rex: RK-23 ScreenSound Australia cover 315921 - PLK009287

Georgia Lee also features on the compilations *Shadow Of The Boomerang*, *Graeme Bell Jazz Concert: Eps 1 and 5*, *Graeme Bell Jazz Concert: Eps 10 and 14*, *Graeme Bell Jazz Concert: Eps. 19 and 23*; and the Bruce Clarke Quintones recordings *St Louis Blues* (1951, Jazzart) and *Blue Moon* (1951, Jazzart).
LETTERSTICK BAND

GUYULARRI : BARTPA Single: CD - ABC Music: no catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 323137 - POK003863

Letterstick Band also features on the compilations Demurru Hits: Maningrida Soundtracks and Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

LEUBA, ANNE Anne Leuba features on the compilations Fifteen Australian Greats, Wayne Pride and Where Are The Children?

LEWIS, FRANK

BUILD A BETTER BIRD BATH; BABY, I'M TAKING YOU HOME 1970 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3963 ScreenSound Australia cover 321181 - PLK009770

LEWIS, TOM

DESERT STORM 1993 CD: SBS Homeland Music: SBS-0014

LITTLE, JIMMY

AIN'T IT GOOD TO FEEL THIS WAY?; LOVE IS HERE 1975 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-5933

ALL FOR LOVE 1975 Album: LP - Festival: L-35672 ScreenSound Australia cover 244215 - PLM002555

AUSTRALIAN DOWN UNDER; BABY BLUE 1974 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: K-5504 ScreenSound Australia cover 324242 - PLK010622, DLK004974

THE BALLAD OF BOBBY WHITE & BILLY BLACK; MAN OF PEACE 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Bunyip: BS-052 ScreenSound Australia cover 297679 - PLK006956

BALLADS WITH A BEAT Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival: FX-5126 ScreenSound Australia cover 315493 - PLK009216

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN; IS THIS LOVE 1983 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: K-8978 ScreenSound Australia cover 248252 - PLK001869, DLK005236

THE BEST OF JIMMY LITTLE Album: LP - Calendar: SR66-9794 ScreenSound Australia cover 244295 - PLM002559
BY REQUEST 1973
Album: LP - Calendar: L-15035
ScreenSound Australia cover 237946 - PLM002533
Album: LP - Festival: FL-31266
ScreenSound Australia cover 237946 - DLM001480, ALM001250

COUNTRY SOUNDS 1974
Album: LP - Festival: L-455278
ScreenSound Australia cover 237959 - PLM002534-35

DANCE WITH ME JUST ONE MORE TIME; GOODBYE ISN'T REALLY GOOD AT ALL 1975
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-6102

DANNY BOY; KISSING SOMEONE NEW; EL PASO; SHADOW OF THE BOOMERANG
Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival: FX-10418

DANNY BOY; THAT LUCKY OLD SUN 1959
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3094
ScreenSound Australia cover 312499 - PLK008236, DLK005227

ENCORES 1964
Album: LP - Calendar: R66-347
ScreenSound Australia cover 244265 - DLM001491
Album: LP - Festival: FL-31524
ScreenSound Australia cover 244265 - PLM002557, ALM001254

AN EVENING WITH JIMMY LITTLE 1978
Album: LP - Festival: L-45825/6

A FOOL SUCH AS I; SWEET MAMA 1956
Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Regal Zonophone: G-25475
ScreenSound Australia cover 190636 - PSL000727, DSL002791

GOING MY WAY; BELLS OF ST MARY'S 1960
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3137
ScreenSound Australia cover 238534 - PLK001099

GOLDEN WRIST WATCH; WHY MUST THERE BE A TOMORROW 1956
Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Regal Zonophone: G-25504
ScreenSound Australia cover 190638 - PSL000728

GOOD GOOD MORNING; ANYONE WHO HAD A HEART 1970
Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Festival: FK-5933

GOODBYE OLD ROLF; A WHITE SPORTScoat 1970
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3452
ScreenSound Australia cover 238536 - PLK001100

THE GRANDEST SHOW OF ALL 1957
Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Columbia (EMI): SEGO-70074
ScreenSound Australia cover 315385 - PLK009195

THE GRANDEST SHOW OF ALL; SILVER CITY COMET 1957
Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Regal Zonophone: G-25505
ScreenSound Australia cover 190650 - PSL000729, DSL002927

HIS FAITH IN ME; THE RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD 1965
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-1130
ScreenSound Australia cover 238514 - PLK001092, DLK000507
I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU 1969  Album: LP - Festival: FL-33292  ScreenSound Australia cover 247600 - PLM002603

I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU; BY THE TIME I GET TO PHOENIX 1969  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-2994  ScreenSound Australia cover 238527 - PLK001096

I WANT TO BE FREE; ALWAYS IN MY HEART 1966  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-1499  ScreenSound Australia cover 238517 - PLK001093

KISSING SOMEONE NEW; MARY SAID 1961  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-117  ScreenSound Australia cover 238492 - PLK001084, DLK000505

THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER; EL PASO 1959  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3121  ScreenSound Australia cover 238532 - PLK001098, DLK000509, ALK002783

LIFELINE; LEAD KINDLY LIGHT 1964  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-784  ScreenSound Australia cover 238505 - PLK001089

LITTLE GREEN VALLEY; IT'S WORTH ANY PRICE YOU PAY 1960  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-195  ScreenSound Australia cover 238498 - PLK001086

LONG TIME TO FORGET; PLEDGE OF LOVE 1963  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-363

A MAN CALLED PETER; YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE; IF I CAN HELP SOMEBODY; LITTLE GREEN VALLEY 1968  Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival: FX-10522  ScreenSound Australia cover 315559 - PLK009234, DLK005015, ALK002662

MAY THE FORCE WITH YOU ALWAYS; PLEASE DON'T TELL ME HOW THE STORY ENDS 1978  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-7068  ScreenSound Australia cover 238543 - PLK001102

MOLLY; MY COUNTRY 1968  Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-2478  ScreenSound Australia cover 238523 - PLK001095, DLK000508, ALK000295

MY FOOT IS ON THE STAIR; IT'S TIME TO PAY 1956  Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Regal Zonophone: G-25474  ScreenSound Australia cover 244200 - PSL000726

MYSTERIES OF LIFE; THE HEARTBREAK WALTZ 1956  Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Regal Zonophone: G-25450  ScreenSound Australia cover 190679 - PSL000724  ScreenSound Australia cover 190679 - PLK010356

OL' MAN RIVER; THAT LUCKY OLD SUN; DANNY BOY; I'LL TAKE YOU HOME AGAIN, KATHLEEN 1965  Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival: FX-10220
ONE ROAD; JUST A CLOSER WALK WITH THEE 1964Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-508
ScreenSound Australia cover 238500 - PLK001087

ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS 1965Album: LP - Calendar: R66-65
ScreenSound Australia cover 247573 - PLM002601

RING BELLS, RING; THERE'S GONNA BE A JAMBOREE 1965Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-1023
ScreenSound Australia cover 238511 - PLK001091

ROYAL TELEPHONE; HORNETS 1963Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-453
ScreenSound Australia cover 319442 - PLK009466, DLK004285

ROYAL TELEPHONE; HORNETS; SOMEBODY’S KNOCKING AT YOUR DOOR; ANSWER THE CALL OF JESUS 1963Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival: FX-10763
ScreenSound Australia cover 235657 - PLK000897, DLK004125, ALK002255

SECRETLY; BIMBOMBHEY 1965Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Festival: FK-899
ScreenSound Australia cover 238508 - PLK001090

SHADOW OF THE BOOMERANG; LITTLE BY LITTLE 1960Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3160
ScreenSound Australia cover 312462 - PLK008224

SILENT NIGHT; CHRISTMAS ROSES 1961Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Festival: FK-153
ScreenSound Australia cover 238495 - PLK001085

SING TO GLORY Album: LP - Festival: FL-31211

SMILE; ETERNALLY 1964Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-744
ScreenSound Australia cover 238503 - PLK001088, DLK000506

SOMEBODY’S PUSHING ME; NO-ONE WILL EVER KNOW 1960Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3154

SOMEDAY YOU’RE GONNA CALL ME; STOLEN MOMENTS 1956Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Regal Zonophone: G-25451
ScreenSound Australia cover 190680 - PSL004672, DSL002942

THERE'S A HEARTACHE FOLLOWING ME; BACK IN THE RACE 1973Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-5026
ScreenSound Australia cover 320218 - PLK009590, DLK004377

TOO MANY TIMES; TOO MANY TWISTED RAILS 1967Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-1694
ScreenSound Australia cover 238520 - PLK001094

TRAVELLIN’ MINSTREL MAN 1976Album: LP - Festival: L-36083
ScreenSound Australia cover 244313 - PLM002560, DLM001492
A TREE IN A MEADOW 1963 Album: LP - Festival: FL-30678 ScreenSound Australia cover 244282 - PLM002558

TWENTY GOLDEN COUNTRY GREATS 1979 Album: LP - Festival: L-25324 ScreenSound Australia cover 237985 - PLM002536 Album: CD - Festival: D-25324 ScreenSound Australia cover 237985 - DOK000316


WHEN THE BLUE OF THE NIGHT MEETS THE GOLD OF THE DAY; TRAVELLIN' MINSTREL MAN 1976 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-6615 ScreenSound Australia cover 238540 - PLK001101, DLK000510, ALK001772

WHISSPERING HOPE; I BELIEVE; BEYOND THE SUNSET; TREES Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival FX-5156 ScreenSound Australia cover 315556 - PLK009232 Album: 7 inch EP, 45rpm - Festival: FX-10243

WINTERWOOD 1972 Album: LP - Festival: FL-34721 ScreenSound Australia cover 247584 - PLM002602

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE 1960 Album: LP - Festival: FL-7192 ScreenSound Australia cover 244225 - PLM002556, DLM001490

Jimmy Little also features on the compilations Brian Henderson's Bandstand, Country Style Volume One, Country And Western Hour, Everybody's Disc Of The Week, Kings Of Country, The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginais And Torres Strait Islanders, Papal Concert: Alice Springs, Reg Lindsay's National Country And Western Hour, Sing Sing Sing, Sorta Country, Sounds Of Australia’s Country Music, Kings Of Country and True Blue Songs Of Australia.
LITTLE PIGGIES  DREAMING IN BROO... 1997 Album: CD - no label: LP CD1

LOGAN, RONALD (TONKY) SINGING A MEMORY Album: CD - 4K1G FM 107.1 too deadly: SNR 018

LOVEGROVE, PHIL

LOVEGROVE, RICK Rick Lovegrove features on the compilation Noongar Voices Singing Strong.

LUGARADI
Luguradi features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

MCGRADY, CEDDY
CULTURE COUNTRY 1989 Album: cass. - Enrec: ENC-131 ScreenSound Australia cover 240730 - PEJ000871, AEJ000482

MCGUINESS, OLIVE see under OLIVE AND EVA

MCKENZIE, BUCK

YAKARTI SONGS 1995 Album: cass. - Aboriginal Education Unit, Education Department, South Australia

YURA UDI: SONGS OF BUCK MCKENZIE Album: cass. - Aboriginal Education Section, Education Department, South Australia

MCKENZIE, KEN
THE CHRISTIAN BUSHMAN 1984
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998

MCKENZIE, PETER YANADA

Peter Yanada McKenzie features in the compilation *Our Home, Our Land*

MACKENZIE, QUEENIE

Queenie MacKenzie features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.*

MCLEOD, BOBBY

**CULTURE UP FRONT**

Album: cass. - Larrikin: LRF-262 *ScreenSound Australia cover 240741 - PEJ000872 Held at AIATSIS*

**FRIENDSHIP ROAD; MAGIC MOUNTAIN**

1987 Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Enrec: ENC-038 *ScreenSound Australia cover 244975 - PLK001582*

**SPIRIT MOTHER**

1993 Album: CD - Larrikin: LRF-275 *ScreenSound Australia cover 240241 - POK001160*
MCRAE, MURDO


MALAMBURRNGU, TERRY

Terry Malamburrngu features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

MALAMOO, SHAREEN

Shareen Malamoo features on the compilation Papal Concert: Alice Springs

MALANDARRI BAND

Malandarri Band features on the compilation CASM ’89

MANN, SHARON

CLICKETY CLACK; FAR AWAY 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Enrec: ENS-046 ScreenSound Australia cover 244986 - PLK001586 General note: Sharon Mann performs Far Away and Tracey Lee Gray performs Clicketty Clack.


MARIKA, WANDJUK

Wandjuk Marika features on the compilation Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, ’79.
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998

MARR, DANNY

RAINING ON THE ROCKS Single: CD/cass. - Moondog Productions: MD CD9701

Danny Marr features on the compilations Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia and Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley.

MARRUGEKU (COMPANY)

MIMI 1997 Album: CD - Mimi CD: MIM101

Marrugeku also feature on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

MARTIN, FRANK

Frank Martin features on the compilation Where Are The Children?


MEMBERS ONLY

Members Only feature on the compilation CASM '90

MILLS, RITA

BLUE MOUNTAIN 1988 Album: CD - Zuna Entertainment: No catalogue number
THE MILLS SISTERS (DARWIN)


The Mills Sisters also feature on the compilation *Papal Concert: Alice Springs*

THE MILLS SISTERS (THURSDAY ISLAND)

FRANGIPANI LAND 1993 Album: CD - Newmarket Music: NEW10222 *ScreenSound Australia cover 243269 - POK001284*

The Mills Sisters also feature on the compilation *Our Home, Our Land*

MIMI DANCERS

The Mimi Dancers feature on the compilation *Demurru Hits: Maningrida Soundtrack*.

MIMINIS

The Miminis feature on the compilation *CASM ’89*

MIXED RELATIONS

ABORIGINAL WOMAN 1993 Single: CD - Redeye: 861419-2 *ScreenSound Australia cover 235746 - POK001065*

LOVE 1993 Album: CD - Redeye: 519066-2 *ScreenSound Australia cover 235750 - POK001071*

TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT 1992 Single: CD - Redeye: 8657312 *ScreenSound Australia cover 224845 - POK000636, DOK000349*

Mixed Relations also feature on the compilations *From The Bush II, Sing Loud, Play Strong* and *Stompem Ground*. 
MODERN TRIBE

MAKE '88 THE STARTAlbum: cass.

MONCRIEF, PHIL

ONE MOB, MANY MOBS1996Album: CD - Gibsonic Productions: GPCD-06
Phil Moncrief also features on the compilation Our Home, Our Land.

MONKLAND, WAYNE

Wayne Monkland features on the compilation CASM '90.

MOORE, JIRRA

Jirra Moore features on the compilation The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginals And Torres Strait Islanders.


MORGAN, EVA

IT'S IN MY HEART1988Album: cass. - No label: PEM-771ScreenSound Australia cover 265198 - PEJ001126General note: Peter Morgan performs with Eva Morgan on all tracks of this album.

MORGAN, PAT

NEVER GIVE UP1990Album: cass. - Focus: AAC-003ScreenSound Australia cover 248809 - PEJ001062
MORGAN, PETER

IT’S IN MY HEART 1988 Album: cass. - No label: PEM-771 ScreenSound Australia cover 265198 - PEJ001126 General note: Peter Morgan performs with Eva Morgan on all tracks of this album.

MORRIS, WALLY

Wally Morris features on the compilations Desert Songs 2 and Rebel Voices From Black Australia

MOUNT LIEBIG BAND


MUNG, PATRICK

Patrick Mung features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

MY BOYS ARE GOOD BOYS

My Boys Are Good Boys feature on the compilations Meinmuk: Music From The Top End and Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia.

NICOL, JOHNNY

I REMEMBER 1982 Album: LP - Hunter Records: HUNT-1002 ScreenSound Australia cover 314273 - PLM005076

MOVING FORWARD 1997 Album: CD - La Brava: LB-9714 General note: Released under the name John Nicol.

TOUCH OF BLUE 1975 Album: LP - Philips: 6357025

TRACES 1979
Album: LP - Hunter Records: YPRX-1565 (1001) ScreenSound Australia cover 314280 - PLM005077, DLM002496, ALM001789 General note: Catalogue number on disc label is ‘YPRX-1565’. On the disc sleeve it is ‘1001’.

WHAT'S THE USE; BUCKINGHAM PALACE Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Avan-Guard Music: SP-120 ScreenSound Australia cover 318393 - PLK009404
WHERE THE LOVE IS  Album: LP - Larrikin: LRJ175 ScreenSound Australia cover 313844 - PLM005047, DLM002482

Johnny Nicol also features on the compilation Spirit of 44; and Ken Herron Jazz Band’s album On Jazz (c1978, 2 LPs - EMI: EMA-334-1/2 ScreenSound Australia cover 387551 - PLM007916).

NINGELLA, KEVIN  Kevin Ningella features in the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

NODEA, GABRIEL

Gabriel Nodea features in the compilation Singing Up The Country : Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

NO FIXED ADDRESS


FROM MY EYES; WE HAVE SURVIVED 1982 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Rough Diamond: RDS-3511 ScreenSound Australia cover 244118 - PLK001492, DLK000730

NO FIXED ADDRESS 1982 Album: LP - Rough Diamond: RDM-8804 ScreenSound Australia cover 210390 - PLM000771


No Fixed Address also feature on the compilations Building Bridges and Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, ’79

NOMAD


NORTH TANAMI BAND TRAVELLING WARLPIRI 1995 Album: cass. - CAAMA music: 250 ScreenSound Australia cover 288369 - AEJ000058, PEJ001646
WARLPIRI, WARLPIRI PEOPLE 1990 Album: cass. - CAAMA music: 212 ScreenSound Australia cover 242692 - PEJ000883 Held at AIATSIS

North Tanami Band also features on the compilations From The Bush, In Aboriginal and Look At Us! Warlpiri Mix - Yapa music.

NOTLEY, WENDY

GROWIN’ UP STRONG 1996 Album: CD - ABC for Kids: 8146692 ScreenSound Australia cover 290442 - POK002807

NGUJU MANTAJU see NYIRRIPI GOSPEL BAND

NT EXPRESS

NT Express features on the compilations Croc Rock and Sing Loud, Play Strong.

NYALERIN, PETER

Peter Nyalerin features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

NYIRRIPI GOSPEL BAND

Nyirripi Gospel Band feature in the compilation Look At Us! Warlpiri Mix: Yapa Music.

O’BRIEN, PHILHANGIN’ LOOSE 1991

O’CHIN, LANCE, AND FRIENDS see under LANCE O’CHIN AND FRIENDS

OLIVE AND EVARHYTHM OF CORROBOREE; OLD RUGGED HILLS 1955 Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Prestophone: A-55-11/12 ScreenSound Australia cover 241102 - PLM000718, DSL001424

WHEN MY HOMELAND IS CALLING; MARANOA MOON 1956 Single: 10 inch, 78rpm - Prestophone: A-56-19/20 General note: this is also reported as Prestophone A-56-31/32.
The ScreenSound Australia also holds the original pre-stamphephone master tape and dubs of the four tracks above (ScreenSound Australia cover 249178 - PEK001620, PEJ001994, AEK000549).

OLNEY, LOIS

Lois Olney features on the compilation Fifteen Australian Greats.

O’SHEA, KAREN

CAT IN THE HAT 1996
Album: CD - CAT001CD

Karen O’Shea also features on the compilation Croc Rock.

OUGHAM, DAVID

David Ougham features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

PAGE, DAVID

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEET SIXTEEN; SHELLEY
1975
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Atlantic: 10028
ScreenSound Australia cover 253424 - PLK002510, DLK001263, ALK001773

HEARTLAND (MUSIC FROM THE TELEVISION SERIES) 1994
Album: CD - ABC Music: 522482-2
ScreenSound Australia cover 247468 - POK001480

OCHRES: THE MUSIC
1995
Album: CD - Larrikin: LRF-406

PRAYING MANTIS DREAMING: [SOUNDTRACK FROM THE PRODUCTION BY BANGARRA DANCE THEATRE] (*) 1993
Album: cass. - Niki Nali Productions: PMD-CASS1
ScreenSound Australia cover 251273 - PEK001042; AEJ000641

WE LIKE MUSIC TOGETHER; DREAMTIME LOVER
1975
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Atlantic: 10045
ScreenSound Australia cover 253421 - PLK002511, DLK001264

PASCOE, NICKY

Nicky Pascoe features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.
PATRICK, PEGGY
Peggy Patrick features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

PATTON, HERB
Herb Patton features on the compilation *Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, ’79*.

PEDDY, JACK
Jack Peddy features on the compilation *Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley, Western Australia*.

PENDULO, MARY
Mary Pendulo features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

PERCY HANSEN AND NYOONGAH DREAMING

**THE GATE**

1997 Album: cass. - Angelwood: PH897

PERIS, PHILLIP

**PHILLIP PERIS**

1996 Album: CD - Cinq Planetes: CP-10296 ScreenSound Australia cover 330320 - POK004121

PERKINS, RACHEL

Rachel Perkins features on the compilation *Our Home, Our Land*; and the Amunda albums *Pedlar Ave* and *Civilised World*. 
PIGEYE DISCIPLE

JUST IN TIME1995Album: CD - Pigeye Disciple: No catalogue number

PIGRAM BROTHERS

SALTWATER COUNTRY1997Album: CD - Jigil Records: JR - CD004

The Pigram Brothers also feature on the compilation Corrugation Road.

PIGRAM, STEVE

Steve Pigram features on the compilation Yella Mundi.

PITJANTJATJARA COUNTRY BAND see under
ISAAC YAMMA AND THE PITJANTJATJARA COUNTRY BAND

PITT, HEATHER

Heather Pitt features on the compilation Dr Jazz : [Highlights from the TV Series].

POISON WHISKEY

Poison Whiskey features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.


THE POOR BOYS

The Poor Boys feature on the compilation Look At Us! Warlpiri Mix - Yapa Music.

POUND, COLIN

Colin Pound features on the compilation Desert Songs 1.
PUKATJA BAND

PUKATJA BAND 1992 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 225 ScreenSound Australia cover 238843 - PEJ000680 Held at AIATSIS

PURCELL, LEAH

Leah Purcell features on the compilation Bran Nue Dae: Original Cast Recording.

QUINLAN, DAVE

Dave Quinlan features on the compilation Our Home, Our Land.

QUINLAN, JUDY


RABBITT, ANGUS

Angus Rabbitt features in the compilation Koori Classic Vol. 1 and Best Of Koori Classics.

RAINBOW SERPENT BAND see under DANNY DICKERSON AND THE RAINBOW SERPENT BAND

RANDALL, BOB

BALLADS BY BOB RANDALL 1983 Album: cass. - CAAMA: No catalogue number

BOB RANDALL 1984 Album: cass. - Imparja: No catalogue number ScreenSound Australia cover 238744 - PEJ000682 Held at AIATSIS

Bob Randall also features on the compilations Desert Songs 1, The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginals And Torres Strait Islanders, Rebel Voices From Black Australia and Ted Egan Presents The Aboriginals.

RAVEN

Raven features on the compilations Our Home, Our Land and Unearthed 1.
READ, MINNIE

Minnie Read features on the compilation *Our Home, Our Land*

READING, WILMA MAY

I ONLY CAME TO SAY GOODBYE; THAT'S HOW I GO FOR YOU1961Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Rex (Aus): RK-18*ScreenSound Australia cover 315222 - PLK009149*

IN MY LITTLE CORNER OF THE WORLD; IF I WERE A BELL1960Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Rex: RS-033*ScreenSound Australia cover 315217 - PLK009148*

NATURE BOY; FOOL FOOL FOOL1960Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Rex: RS-027*ScreenSound Australia cover 315718 - PLK009266*

RECONCILIATION: TWO STORIES IN ONE1993Album: CD - Natural Symphonies: NS-1131*ScreenSound Australia cover 225580 - POK000709*General note: Reconciliation comprises Australian musicians Alan Dargin and Phillip Connyngham on didjeridu, with Irish musicians Maria Cullen and Simon O'Dwyer on percussion and Bronze Age Irish horns.

REGGAE DAVE

LOVE IS THE ONLY DRUG1990Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 216*ScreenSound Australia cover 238706 - PEJ000663*Held at AIATSIS
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998

ROACH, ARCHIE

CHARCOAL LANE 1990 Album: LP - Aurora: L-30386 ScreenSound Australia cover 210057 - PLM000756 CD - Aurora/Mushroom: D-30386 ScreenSound Australia cover 210057 - DOK000317 Held at AIATSIS

DOWN CITY STREETS; NATIVE BORN; DOWN CITY STREETS [LIVE] 1991 Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Aurora: K-10360 ScreenSound Australia cover 240942 - PLK001168

FROM PARADISE; LOVE IN THE MORNING; ANGELA 1993 Single: CD - Aurora/White Records: D-11252 ScreenSound Australia cover 244365 - POK001346 General note: Tiddas also feature on this single.

HOLD ON TIGHT 1997 Album: CD - Aurora: MUSH-01620-2 ScreenSound Australia cover 328771 - POK004060

JAMU DREAMING 1993 Album: CD - Aurora/Mushroom: D-30851 ScreenSound Australia cover 244341 - POK001347 Held at AIATSIS General note: Tiddas and Ruby Hunter also feature on this album.

KOORIE 1989 Album: cass. - Victorian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Trust Held at AIATSIS

LOOKING FOR BUTTERBOY 1997 Album: CD - Mushroom Records: MUSH-33008-2 ScreenSound Australia cover 323982 - POK003907

TELEK 1997 Album: CD - Origin: OR 30

TOOK THE CHILDREN AWAY; NO NO NO 1990 Single: 45 rpm - Festival: K-10157

WALKING INTO DOORS; WEEPING IN THE FOREST; FROM PARADISE 1993 Single: CD - Aurora/White Records: D-11426 ScreenSound Australia cover 244366 - POK001347


ROADBLOCK BAND

KARRINYARRACass. - No label or catalogue number
ON TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN 1998 Cass. - No label or catalogue number

ROBERTS, JOHNSON

Johnson Roberts features on the compilation Desert Songs 2.

ROBERTSON, GEOFFREY

Geoffrey Robertson features on the compilation AIDS: How Could I Know.

ROSE, LIONEL

HAD TO LEAVE HER; JUST HISTORY 1979 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - RCA Victor: 103348 ScreenSound Australia cover 244119 - DLK000731, PLK001493

I THANK YOU Album: LP - Summit Records: SRA-250033 Album: LP - Festival Records: SFL-933741 ScreenSound Australia cover 210058 - PLM000757

I THANK YOU; PICK ME UP ON YOUR WAY DOWN 1969 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3425 ScreenSound Australia cover 238445 - ALK000292, DLK000501, PLK001081

LITTLE OL’ YOU; GUITAR PICKIN’ BOY 1970 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3868 ScreenSound Australia cover 238442 - ALK000291, DLK000500, PLK001080

PLEASE REMEMBER ME; GOOD OLD COUNTRY SONG 1970 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-3575 ScreenSound Australia cover 238448 - ALK000293, DLK000502, PLK001082

Lionel Rose also features on the compilations The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginales And Torres Strait Islanders and Australian Memories.

ROSS, ADRIAN


DIDGERIDOO DREAMING 1997 Album: CD/cass. - Steve Parish Music: 327102

Adrian Ross also features on the Maroochy Barambah album Mongungi: Modern Tribalism.
ROSS, RHONDA

Rhonda Ross features on the compilation *Beat The Grog*. 
ROUGH AND READY
Rough and Ready features on the compilation Rock Against Racism Vol. 1.

ROUGH EDGE
Rough Edge features on the compilation CASM '89.

RYGELA BAND
Rygela Band feature on the compilation Our Home, Our Land.

SACRED LEGEND
Sacred Legend features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

SCRAP METAL


BROKEN DOWN MAN; SOMEWHERE IN THE DISTANCE 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Jigil Records: AJS-047 ScreenSound Australia cover 251272 - PLK002300

HOWLING AT THE MOON; OLD BROOME TOWN 1991 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - ABC Records: 8680007 ScreenSound Australia cover 226496 - DLK000556, PLK000085

JUST LOOKING 1986 Album: cass. - No label or catalogue number

MAKE IT WORK; NOBODY NOBODY 1990 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - ABC Records: 8759047 ScreenSound Australia cover 240939 - PLK001164, DLK000766

NIMUNBURR [FLYING FOX]; IN THE NIGHT 1989 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Auralsect Records: ASJ-003 ScreenSound Australia cover 248359 - PLK001874

PUB SWEAT AND TEARS 1992 Album: CD - Jigil Records: SMJ-001

SCRAP METAL 1990 Album: cass./LP/CD - ABC Records: 8465191 ScreenSound Australia cover 236978 - (LP) PLM002532

SOMEWHERE IN THE DISTANCE; MAGDALENE 1988 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Auralsect Records: ASJ-005 ScreenSound Australia cover 248356 - PLK001873
Scrap Metal also features on the compilations *Building Bridges* and *Stompem Ground*.

**SHAW, LAURIE**

Laurie Shaw features on the compilations *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia* and *Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley*.

**SHAW, ROSITA**

Rosita Shaw features on the compilation *Walking Along The Edge: Contemporary Music From The West Kimberley*.

**SHAW, WILLIAM**

William Shaw features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

**SHORT CHANGE**

Short Change feature on the compilations *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia* and *Stompem Ground*. 
SILHOUETTE
Silhouette features on the compilation *Stompem Ground*.

SILVA, MAC

**GOULBURN JAIL; MALABAR MANSION** 1988
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Enrec: ENS-047
*ScreenSound Australia cover 244983 - PLK001595*

Mac Silva also features on the compilation *Koori Classic Vol. 4: The Prison Song Collection* and *The Best Of Koori Classics*.

SIMMS, VIC (VICKY)

**BACK INTO THE SHADOWS; TRY TO UNDERSTAND** 1973
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - RCA: 102330
*ScreenSound Australia cover 244110 - PLK001489*

**I'M COUNTING UP MY LOVE; SHE'S GOT SOUL** 1962
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-228
*ScreenSound Australia cover 320111 - PLK009566, DLK004361, ALK002387*

**KOALA BEAR; HEY SHERIFF** 1988
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Enrec: ENS-045
*ScreenSound Australia cover 244980 - PLK001585*

**VIC SIMMS** 1973
Album: LP - RCA: CAMS-196

**YO YO HEART; I WANNA BOP** 1961
Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Festival: FK-161
*ScreenSound Australia cover 320110 - PLK009565, DLK004360*

SKEWES, DAVID

David Skewes features on the compilation *Fifteen Australian Greats* and *Where Are The Children?*

SKINNER, DICKIE

Dickie Skinner features on the compilation *Desert Songs 1.*

SKINNER, HARRY

Harry Skinner features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.*

SLIPPERY SAM

Slippery Sam features on the compilation *Croc Rock.*

SMITH, ARNOLD (PUDDING)

ARNOLD SMITH1984Album: cass.*ScreenSound Australia cover 264562 - PEJ001133*

SMITH, DARYL

Daryl Smith features on the compilation *From The Bush.*

SOFT SANDS

SOFT SANDS1990Album: cass. - Imparja Records*ScreenSound Australia cover 238671 - PEJ000494*Held at AIATSIS

Soft Sands also features on the compilations *Sing Loud, Play Strong* and *Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.*
THE SOUNDS OF JUDAH GOSPEL SINGERS

LET US WALK IN THE LIGHT; THE LOVE OF JESUS 1986
Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm
Blue Wren Recordings: BW-45P

STANLEY, NORMA


STEWART, MARGARET

Margaret Stewart features on the compilation Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79.

SUBWAY

WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 1986
Album: cass. - No label
ScreenSound Australia cover 264232 - PEJ001139

SULTAN, DEAN

Dean Sultan features on the compilation AIDS: How Could I Know.

SUMNER, LESLES SUMNER: SELF PORTRAIT 1985
Album: cass. Held at AIATSIS

SUNRIZE BAND

LAND RIGHTS 1994
Album: CD - ABC Music: SUN-1
ScreenSound Australia cover 250590 - POK001554

LEMBANA MANI MANI ; S.U.N.R.I.Z.E 1993
Single: CD: ABC/Phonogram
ScreenSound Australia cover 245986 - POK001400

LUNGGURRMA (*) 1993
Album: CD - ABC Music/TripleJ/Phonogram
ScreenSound Australia cover 245946 - POK001399
Cass. - ABC Music: 518 832-4

SUNSET TO RIZE! 1993
Album: CD/cass. - Sunrize: SUN-001
ScreenSound Australia cover 236007 (CD) - POK001070, (Cass.) AEJ000501, (Cass.) DEJ000427 Held at AIATSIS
Sunrize Band also features on the compilations *Demurru Hits: Maningrida Soundtracks, The J Sessions, Our Home, Our Land* and *Sing Loud, Play Strong*.

**TABLELAND DRIFTERS**

**ON THE ROAD** 1991

Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 219

*ScreenSound Australia cover 238656 - PEJ000493*

Held at AIATSIS

The Tableland Drifters also features on the compilation *AIDS: How Could I Know*.

**TATAYA, PATRICK**

Patrick Tataya features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

**TEENAGE BAND**

**ECHO VOICES** 1995

Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 247

*ScreenSound Australia cover 288083 - PEJ001641*

The Teenage Band also features on the compilation *In Aboriginal and Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia*.

**TERRASphere**

**TERRASphere** 1998

Album: CD - CAAMA

**THAIDAY, MICK**

**TWO SIDES OF ME** 1985

Album: cass. - Imparja Records

*ScreenSound Australia cover 239177 - PEJ000679*

Mick Thaiday also features on the compilation *Papal Concert: Alice Springs*.

**THOMAS, JOSH** see under THYLACINE

**THOMAS, MAX**

Max Thomas features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.
THOMPSON, PANTJU (PUNCH)

Punch Thompson features on the compilations From The Bush and Beat The Grog.

THORNE, RICHARD (BEAU) OLD MEMORIES NEW TEARDROPS

1993 Album: cass. - LAW-AA23 ScreenSound Australia cover 264254 - PEJ001140

Richard Thorne also features on the compilations Noongar Voices Singing Strong.
THORPE, WAYNE
KOORIE 1989 Album: cass. - Victorian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Trust *Held at AIATSIS*

THULIN, DAVE, AND THE MOONDSKS
SWEET DREAMS 1992 Album: cass. - Hadley: CRS-140 *ScreenSound Australia cover* 246045 - DEJ000220

THURSDAY ISLAND STATE HIGH SCHOOL
TORRES STRAIT SONGS 1988 Album: cass. *Held at AIATSIS*

THYLACINE
NIGHTMARE DREAMING 1997 Album: CD - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-262-CD *ScreenSound Australia cover* 321864 - POK003806 *Held at AIATSIS*

THYLACINE LIVE 1995 Album: CD - CAAMA Music: M-258 *ScreenSound Australia cover* 288040 - POK002541

TIDDAS
CHANGING TIMES 1995 Single: CD - Id Records: 8568752 *ScreenSound Australia cover* 298117 - POK003323

FLAT NOTES AND BAD JOKES see SING ABOUT LIFE [LIMITED EDITION ALBUM]

INSIDE MY KITCHEN 1992 Album: CD - Id Records: ID-0002-2 *ScreenSound Australia cover* 225029 - POK000660, DOK000252


REAL WORLD; SING ABOUT LIFE; REAL WORLD [LIVE] 1994 Single: CD - Phonogram: 858663-2 *ScreenSound Australia cover* 269436 - POK002083

REAL WORLD [WITH GUESTS ‘OVERNIGHT JONES’]; SING ABOUT LIFE; REAL WORLD [LIVE]; SING ABOUT LIFE [LIVE] 1994 Single: CD - Phonogram: 8561922 *ScreenSound Australia cover* 269436 - POK002083
SING ABOUT LIFE 1993 Album: CD - Phonogram: 518 3482
ScreenSound Australia cover 245875 - POK004032
Contents: By Your Side -- My Sister -- Ann’s Song -- Real World --
Tiddas -- Inanay -- Malcolm Smith -- Changing Times -- Share A Dream -- Holdin’ Back -- Poison
Blood -- She’s Dreamin’ -- Tokoua -- Waiting -- Caught In A Web -- Wasted Time -- Nobody
Talkin’ -- Long Time Now -- Sing About Life.

SING ABOUT LIFE: [LIMITED EDITION ALBUM]; FLAT NOTES AND BAD JOKES: [BONUS EP]
ScreenSound Australia cover 247543 - POK001964
Sing About Life contents: By Your Side -- My Sister -- Ann’s Song -- Real World -- Tiddas -- Inanay -- Malcolm Smith -- Changing Times
-- Share A Dream -- Holdin’ Back -- Poison Blood -- She’s Dreamin’ -- Tokoua -- Waiting --
Caught In A Web -- Wasted Time -- Nobody Talkin’ -- Long Time Now -- Sing About Life.
Flat Notes and Bad Jokes contents: Waiting -- Inside My Kitchen -- Inanay -- Tiddas -- Malcolm Smith
-- Spirit Of The Winter Tree -- Real World -- She’s Dreamin’ -- Sing About Life.
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998

ScreenSound Australia cover 298114 - POK003322

TIDDAS 1996 Album: CD - Id Records: 5327992

WAITING; INANAY; LONG TIME NOW 1993 Single: CD - Phonogram/Mercury: 8628942

General note: Archie Roach, Christine Anu, Kutch Edwards and Blackfire also feature on this recording.


TITJIKALA DESERT OAKS BAND

TITJIKALA DESERT OAKS BAND 1989 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 204 ScreenSound Australia cover PEJ000527
Held at AIATSIS

The Titjikala Desert Oaks Band also features on the compilations AIDS: How Could I Know, From The Bush, From The Bush II, Sing Loud, Play Strong.

TJAPUKAI DANCERS (also known as Tjapukai Dance Theatre) PROUD TO BE ABORIGINE (*) 1989 Album: cass. - Jarra Hill Records: TCDJHR-2012
Held at AIATSIS

TORRES, MICHAEL
FULL MOON OVER BROOME 1997 Album: CD - artswa: MT-97

TRIBAL LINK

Tribal Link features on the compilation Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia.
ULPANYALI BAND

ULPANYALI BAND 1991 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 220 ScreenSound Australia cover 238786 - PEJ000675, AEJ000499 Held at AIATSIS

The Ulpanyali Band also features on the compilation From The Bush II.

UNDER THE SPELL OF THE TREES

Under the Spell of the Trees features on the compilation Croc Rock.

UPK SPECIAL BAND


The UPK Special Band also features on the compilation From The Bush II.
US MOB

Album: LP - Black Australia Records: YPRX-1905
ScreenSound Australia cover 235008 - PLM002503
General note: No Fixed Address performs on side one and Us Mob performs on side two.

VIMMI K

Vimmi K features on the compilation Croc Rock.

WAAK WAAK JUNGI

CROW FIRE MUSIC 1997
Album: CD - Larrikin: LRF-487

WAIRUK

RIGHT FROM THE START 1992
Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: 222
ScreenSound Australia cover 239318 - PEJ000495
Held at AIATSIS
Wairuk also features on the compilations AIDS: How Could I Know, Croc Rock and From The Bush.

WAKULYARRI BAND

WAY OUT WEST 1994
Album: cass. - No label: ON00294
Wakulyarri also features on the compilation In Aboriginal

WALKER, BICKY & ANN WALKER

COUNTRY GOSPEL SOUNDS
Album: cass. - Aboriginal Evangelical Fellowship of Australia
WALLEY, RICHARD

BILYA (*)
1994
Album: CD - Sunset Music: SMACD-06 ScreenSound Australia cover 263020 - POK001962, DOK000405

BOOLONG (*) 1994
Album: CD - Sunset Music: SMACD-18 ScreenSound Australia cover 330284 - POK004116

KOORYAR (*) 1995
Album: CD - Sunset Music: SMACD-09 ScreenSound Australia cover 264363 - POK002042, POK002090

TALES OF DIDJERIDOO (*) Album: cass.

WAITCH 1996
Album: CD - Sunset Music: SMA CD13

YOOWINTJ (*) 1995
Album: CD - Sunset Music: SMACD-11 ScreenSound Australia cover 275490 - POK002276

Richard Walley also features on the Josie Boyle album Dinki Di Aussie.

WANDI, RAYMOND

Raymond Wandi features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

WAPI, DOTTIE

Dottie Wapi features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.

WARRINGYA BAND see WIRRINYGA BAND
WARUMPI BAND

BIG NAME, NO BLANKETS 1985 Album: LP - Parole Records: L-38935
ScreenSound Australia cover 210052 - PLM000752 Album: CD - Parole Records: D-38935
ScreenSound Australia cover 210052 - DOK000318 Cassette: Festival: C-38935 Album: LP
Powderworks: No catalogue number Held at AIATSIS

BLACKFELLA-WHITEFELLA; FITZROY CROSSING 1985 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Powderworks: POW-0296

BREADLINE; WIMA TJUTA 1985 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Powderworks: POW-0257
ScreenSound Australia cover 244588 - PLK001534 Held at AIATSIS

DEAD HEART
Single: Sprint/Columbia
General note: with Warumpi Band.

GO BUSH! 1987 Album: LP - Parole Records: L-38707
ScreenSound Australia cover 210054 - PLM000753 Album: CD - Parole Records: D-38707
ScreenSound Australia cover 210054 - DOK000319 Cassette: Festival: C-38707 Held at AIATSIS

JAILANGURU PAKARNU; KINTORELAKUTU 1983 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Hot: HOT-703
ScreenSound Australia cover 244115 - PLK001491, DLK003081 Held at AIATSIS

MY ISLAND HOME; DIDJERIDOO BLUE 1987 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Parole Records: K-188
ScreenSound Australia cover 244113 - PLK001490

OUR LAND AUSTRALIA 1989 Album: LP - Festival: TVL-93320
ScreenSound Australia cover 300902 - PLM004202

SIT DOWN MONEY; WARU 1986 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Powderworks: POW-0352
ScreenSound Australia cover 244583 - PLK001533

ScreenSound Australia cover 322639 - POK003840 Content: Stompin’ Ground. -- Never Change. -- Djulpan.
-- Stompin’ Ground [Instrumental]

TJILURU TJILURU; NO FEAR 1987 Single: 7 inch, 45rpm - Parole: K-274

TOO MUCH HUMBUG 1996 Album: CD - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-260
ScreenSound Australia cover 322727 - POK003841

WARUMPI BAND 1983 Album: Cassette - CAAMA Music:

WARUMPI BAND GO BUSH! 1987 Album: Cassette - Festival: C-38707 Held at AIATSIS
Recordings by Australian Indigenous Artists 1899-1998

Warumpi Band also features on the compilations *Blackfellas: The Original Sound Track From The Barron Films Production, Carnivale Live, Our Home, Our Land, Sing Loud, Play Strong and Stompem Ground.*

**WARREN H. WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY**

*I'M NOT TRYING TO FORGET* Album: cass. - Ntjalka Records: *ScreenSound Australia* cover 242866 - PEJ000890

*SOUTHERN CROSS* 1993 Album: - Ntjalka Records: CRS-145 *ScreenSound Australia* cover 243383 - PEJ000894

**WATKINS, CHERIE**

Cherie Watkins features on the compilation *The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginals And Torres Strait Islanders.*

**WAURKUS RAINMAKERS** Waurkus Rainmakers features on the compilation *Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia.*

**WEBB, BRENDAA**

*LITTLE BLACK GIRL* 1993 Single: CD - Republic Records: RR-2001-CDS *ScreenSound Australia* cover 238962 - POK001136, DOK000312, AOK000139

*MELTING POT* 1994 Single: CD - Republic Records: RR-2002-CDS *ScreenSound Australia* cover 248348 - POK001548

**WEDGETAIL EAGLE BAND**

**WEDGETAIL EAGLE BAND** Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: CAAMA 18 *Held at AIATSIS*

Wedgetail Eagle Band also features on the compilations *From The Bush, From The Bush II* and *In Aboriginal.*

**WEENIE, VIOLET**

Violet Weenie features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.*
WELLINGTON, BILL

ALICE SPRINGS - MY HOME; LOVE ME ONLY AND FOREVER; MEMORIES OF ALICE; NIGHT OWL 1985
Album: EP, 45rpm - Enrec: ENX-004

MEMORIES OF ALICE 1994
Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-239
ScreenSound Australia cover 288067 - PEJ001640 Held at AIATSIS

Bill Wellington also features on the compilation From The Bush.

WEST, MANNY

Manny West features on the compilation Koori Classic Vol. 1.

WESTERN DESERT BAND

WESTERN DESERT BAND 1991
Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-217
ScreenSound Australia cover 242677 - PEJ000882

Western Desert Band also features on the compilations From The Bush, In Aboriginal, Look At Us! Warlpiri Mix: Yapa Music.

WHEELER, NORA

UNTE NTHENHERENYE? (WHERE DO YOU COME FROM) 1993
Album: cass. - Institute for Aboriginal Development : 01
ScreenSound Australia cover 243600 - PEJ000897 Held at AIATSIS
General note: Nola Wheeler performs on all but two tracks on this album. Group 9692 also performs on most of the tracks on this album.

WIDALJI, POLLY

Polly Widjali features on the compilation Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia.
WILD BRUMBIES

LASSETERS HIGHWAY1992 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-224 ScreenSound Australia cover 238688 - PEJ000681 Held at AIATSIS

Wild Brumbies also features on the compilation Sing Loud, Play Strong.

WILD WATERBALTPA1996 Album: CD - General note: This CD is self-produced by Wild Water.

WILKES, NIGEL

Nigel Wilkes features on the compilation Noongar Voices Singing Strong.

WILKES, TED

Ted Wilkes features on the compilation Noongar Voices Singing Strong.

WILLIAMS, BAYDON

Baydon Williams features on the compilation AIDS: How Could I Know.

WILLIAMS, CANDY

Candy Williams features on the compilation The First Australians: Songs By AboriginaIs And Torres Strait Islanders.

WILLIAMS, DEBBIE

Debbie Williams features on the compilation Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, ’79.

WILLIAMS, FRANCES

Frances Williams features on the compilation Our Home, Our Land.

WILLIAMS, GUS see also under GUS WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY
Gus Williams features on the compilation *Papal Concert: Alice Springs*.

**WILLIAMS, GUS AND COUNTRY EBONY** see under GUS WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY

**WILLIAMS, HARRY**

Harry Williams features on the compilation *The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginais And Torres Strait Islanders*.

**WILLIAMS, HARRY AND THE COUNTRY OUTCASTS** see under HARRY WILLIAMS AND THE COUNTRY OUTCASTS

**WILLIAMS, PADDY**

Paddy Williams features on the compilation *Singing Up The Country: Traditional And Contemporary Songs From The Kimberleys, Western Australia*.

**WILLIAMS, WARREN COUNTRY FRIENDS AND ME!** 1998 Album: CD/cass. - CAAMA: M309

**RAINING ON THE ROCK** 1998 Single: CD - EMI: 7243 8 85433 2 3
General note: with John Williamson

**WILLIAMS, WARREN H. AND COUNTRY EBONY** see under WARREN H. WILLIAMS AND COUNTRY EBONY
WILLIAMS, WILGA


Wilga Williams also features on the compilation The First Australians: Songs By Aboriginals And Torres Strait Islanders.

WILLOUGHBY, BART see also NO FIXED ADDRESS, MIXED RELATIONS, and BART WILLOUGHBY AND FRIENDS

NGATI JIRRI SONGRISE Album: cass. - No label: NGATI-84

PATHWAYS 1997 Album: CD - CAAMA: 303

Bart Willoughby also features on the compilation Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia.

WILLOUGHBY, BART, AND FRIENDS see under BART WILLOUGHBY AND FRIENDS

WILSON, CHARLIE

FIGHTING BACK 1995 Album: CD/cass. - Enrec: ENC-184 ScreenSound Australia cover 271738 - (CD) POK002130, (cass.) AEJ000506

WILSON, TIM

Tim Wilson features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

WINGELINA CHOIR

Wingelina Choir features on the compilations Desert Songs 1 and Desert Songs 2.
WILSON, HARRY


WILSON, TIM

Tim Wilson features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

WINMAR, YVONNE

MEMORIES ARE FOREVER 1993 Album: cass. - Law Recording Studios: LAWAC-22 ScreenSound Australia cover 265214 - AEJ000485

WIRRINYGA BAND (also known as Warringya Band)

DREAMTIME SHADOW 1990 Album: cass. - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-215 ScreenSound Australia cover 239310 - PEJ00528 Held at AIATSIS


Wirrinyga Band also features on the compilations In Aboriginal (as Warringya Band), From The Bush II and Sing Loud, Play Strong.

WOODLEY, BENNY

I CAN HEAR MAMMA Album: cass. - No label or catalogue number

WYNIARD, ALEX

Alex Wyniard features on the compilation Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79.

YALUNGANI, HARRY

Harry Yalungani features on the compilation Meinmuk: Music From The Top End.

YAMA, ISAAC see under YAMMA, ISAAC
**YAMMA, FRANK**

**SOLID EAGLE** 1997
Album: cass. - CAAMA

Frank Yamma also features on the compilations *From The Bush, From The Bush II, Celebration: The Spirit Of Port Fairy, Songlines: Acoustic Sounds From Black Australia* and *Beat The Grog*.

**YAMMA, ISAAC** see also under ISAAC YAMMA AND THE PITJANTJATJARA COUNTRY BAND

Isaac Yamma features on the compilations *Desert Songs 1, Desert Songs 2, Papal concert: Alice Springs*, and *From The Bush*.

**YARRAN, STEVE AND CAROL**, see also YARRAN, STEVE, CAROL AND GLENYS

**HOLD HIS HEALING HAND** 1987
Album: cass. *ScreenSound Australia Cover 264239 - PEJ001141*

**MY JESUS CARES** 1991
Album: cass. *ScreenSound Australia Cover 267560 - PEJ001142*

Steve and Carol Yarran also feature on the compilation *The Sounds Of Change II*.

**YARRAN, STEVE, CAROL AND GLENYS**

Steve, Carol and Glenys Yarran feature on the compilation *Fourth National Aboriginal Country Music Festival, '79*.  


YARTULU YARTULU BAND

KANGKA JULU PIWA (TAKE ME BACK TO MY COUNTRY) 1994
Album: cass. - CAAMA: 236
ScreenSound Australia Cover 288357 - PEJ0001645, AEJ000057
Held at AIATSIS

Yartulu Yartulu Band also feature on the compilation In Aboriginal.

YAVU-KAMU HARATHUNIAN, CHERI

Cheri Yavu-Kamu Harathunian features on the compilation Where Are The Children?

YIRARA PITJANTJATJARA GIRLS

ALATJIRINGUNA JESUNYA WANANTJIKITJA, GODANYA MUKULYA
Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm – Custom Pressing, EMI: PRS-2648AB
Held at AIATSIS
General note: produced at the studios of Radio Alice 8HA in Alice Springs.

YIRRARA GIRLS CHOIR

Yirrara Girls Choir feature on the compilation Aboriginal Choirs From Central Australia.

YOUNG, BRIAN

BIG FELLA WUDUMBA
Album: cass.

BLACK MAN JACKIE JACKIE; ALL THROUGH BABY; DON’T BUNG ON SIDE;
STRANGER, SHAKE HANDS WITH A FOOLE
EP: 7 inch, 45rpm - W&G: WG-E1424
ScreenSound Australia cover 321491 - PLK008807

THE CATTLE DUFFER; PLEASE FORGIVE ME, DON’T FORGET ME
Single: 7 inch, 45pm - Parlophone: DO 4653
ScreenSound Australia cover 321491 - PLK009888

Brian Young also features on the compilations Australia All Over Two and Country Singles No. 11.
YOTHU YINDI

BIRRKUTA (WILD HONEY) 1996 Album: CD - Mushroom Records: RMD-53461 ScreenSound Australia Cover 328744 - POK004058


DJAPANA (SUNSET DREAMING) [YINDI GAPIRRI MIX]; DJAPANA [GAPIRRI MIX]; DHUM DHUM (BUSH WALLABY) 1992 Single: 12 inch, 45 rpm - Mushroom: X-14225 ScreenSound Australia Cover 248362 - POK002580

DOTS ON THE SHELLS 1994 Single: CD - Mushroom: D-11692 ScreenSound Australia Cover 266511 - POK002002


HOMELAND MOVEMENT (*) 1989 Album: cass./LP - Mushroom: L-38959 ScreenSound Australia Cover 210060 - DOK000112, AOK000088 Album: CD - Mushroom Midprice Masters: D-19520 Held at AIATSIS

MAINSTREAM; GUDDURRKU 1989 Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Mushroom Records: K-672 ScreenSound Australia cover 244570 - POK001529

SUPERHIGHWAY 1996 Single: CD - Mushroom Records: D-1330 ScreenSound Australia Cover 328765 - POK004059

TIMELESS LAND 1994 Single: CD - Mushroom: D-11669 ScreenSound Australia Cover 246632 - POK001498


TREATY; YOLNGU BOY 1991Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - Mushroom Records: K-10344
ScreenSound Australia cover 226647 - PLK000121, DLK000503
Held at AIATSIS

TRIBAL VOICE (*) 1991 Album: cass./CD - Mushroom Records: D-30602
Contents: Gapu -- Treaty -- My Kind Of Life -- Maralitja (Crocodile Man) -- Dhum Dhum (Bush Wallaby) -- Tribal Voice -- Dharpa (Tree) -- Yinydjapana (Dolphin) -- Matjala (Driftwood) -- Hope -- Gapirri (Stingray) -- Beyarrmak (Comic) -- Treaty [Radio Mix].

TRIBAL VOICE (*) 1992 CD single - Mushroom Records: D-16047
Contents: Tribal Voice -- Treaty [K-Klass Club Mix] -- Djapana (Sunset Dreaming) [Octopus Mix].

WORLD TURNING 1993 Single: CD - Mushroom: D-11567
ScreenSound Australia Cover 244377 - POK001354


YOUNG, DOUGIE

ScreenSound Australia Cover 244102 - PLK001488, DLK000729
Held at AIATSIS

ScreenSound Australia Cover 246557 - POK001425

YOUNG TEENAGE BAND
Young Teenage Band feature on the compilation *In Aboriginal*.

**YUENDUMU POOR BOYS**

Yuendumu Poor Boys feature on the compilation *From The Bush II*.

**YUNUPINGU, GALARRWUY**

**GURINDJI BLUES; THE TRIBAL LAND** 1970

Single: 7 inch, 45 rpm - RCA: 101937

*ScreenSound Australia Cover 244093 - PLK001485 Held at AIATSIS*

**YUNUPINGU, MANDAWUY** see also YOTHU YINDI

Mandawuy Yunupingu features on the CD single *I am Australian* (1997, CD: EMI - 7243-8740972-9, *ScreenSound Australia cover 321473 - POK003795, AOK000676*).

**YOVICH, URSULA**

Ursula Yovich features on the compilation *Songlines From Black Australia*.
Part 2: Compilation Albums

* Entries marked with an asterisk contain traditional material and also appear in Section A.

ABORIGINAL CHOIRS FROM CENTRAL AUSTRALIA 1985 cassette. - CAAMA Music: 108 ScreenSound Australia cover 242610 - PEJ000879 Held at AIATSIS

AIDS: HOW COULD I KNOW 1989 cassette./LP - CAAMA Music: 203 ScreenSound Australia cover 210411 - (LP) PLM000773; (cass.) AEJ000508 Held at AIATSIS

ALL IN THE FAMILY 1994 CD - MDS: DOC8000 General note: includes performance(s) by Tiddas and Archie Roach.


AUSMUSIC: CARNIVAL LIVE ON TOUR see CARNIVAL LIVE

AUSTRALIA ALL OVER TWO 1988LP/CD - ABC Records: 836582-1ScreenSound
Australia cover 197137 - (LP) PLM002481, DLM001457, (CD) AOK000061
Partial contents: Big Fella Wudumbah / Brian Young

AUSTRALIAN MEMORIES 1980LP - Fable: FBAB-5328ScreenSound Australia cover 309176 - (LP) PLM004776, DLM002380, ALM001736
Partial contents: I Thank You / Lionel Rose

ScreenSound Australia cover 210435 - PLM000774
Held at AIATSIS
Contents: Woma Wanti / Areyonga Desert Tigers - Ain’t No Use In That / Paul Ah Chee -- Who’s Goin’ Wipe Their Tears / Paul Ah Chee -- Wonder What / The Amunda Band -- Careless Ways / Herbie Laughton -- Petrola / Pantji Thompson -- Blackman’s Crying / Frankie Yama -- All of Us / Rhonda Ross -- Don’t Throw Your Life Away / Darryl Kantawarra -- Stop / Ilkari Maru.
General note: Beat The Grog is the title on the LP label. The sleeve title is: Woma Wanti: Drink Little Bit.

THE BEST OF KOORI CLASSICS 1996Series: Koori Classics cass. - Larrikin: TCLRF-393ScreenSound Australia cover 322193 - PEJ002690

THE BIG BACKYARD: LIVE CONCERT 1995CD - Polydor: 5274512ScreenSound Australia cover 199000 - POK003455

BRAND NEW DAY (MILLIYA RUMURRA) 1981 Album: cass. - Imparja: no catalogue number
Held at AIATSIS General note: includes compositions and performances by Jimmy Chi and Kuckles.


BRIAN HENDERSON’S BANDSTAND Includes: track(s) by Jimmy Little. LP - Festival: FL-30727


CASM '89 1989 cass. - CASM/University of Adelaide, Faculty of Performing Arts General note: includes performances by Azuar, Miminis, Rough Edge, Malandarri Band, CASM Jazz Group, and CASM Blues Group.


CHOIRS FROM CENTRAL AUSTRALIA see under the compilation ABORIGINAL CHOIRS FROM CENTRAL AUSTRALIA


COUNTRY AND WESTERN HOUR 1963 LP - EMI: OEX-9547 General note: includes performance(s) by Jimmy Little.


COUNTRY SINGLES. NO. 11 CD - Not for sale: NFS-CD11 ScreenSound Australia cover 271768 - POK002132 Partial contents: I’m Glad I Lived My Youth Back When I Did / Brian Young.
COUNTRY STYLE VOLUME ONELP - World Record Club: 5720
ScreenSound Australia cover 301028 - PLM00421
LP - Columbia: 330SX-7599
ScreenSound Australia cover 310028 - DLM002025
Partial contents: Mysteries of Life / Jimmy Little.

CROC ROCK 1991 cass. - Arafura Records: DEX-270-CDE

DEMURRU HITS: MANINGIRIDA SOUNDTRACKS (*) 1995 CD - Maningrida Media:
OM-9014-D ScreenSound Australia cover 307097 - POK003616
General note: Subtitle from CD slick.

DESSERT SONGS 1 1982 cass. - CAAMA

DESSERT SONGS 2 1983 cass. - CAAMA
General note: includes performances by Isaac Yamma, Ray Forrester, Wingelina Choir, Herb Laughton, Wally Morris, Don Harrison, and Johnston Roberts.


DR JAZZ: [HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE TV SERIES] 1976 LP - EMI: EMC-2590
General note: includes performance(s) by Heather Pitt.

EARTH MUSIC 1994 CD - Mushroom: TVD 93412 (RMD 53412)
Partial contents: Nyul Nyul Girl

ERNABELLA SONGS ONLY cass. - UAM Recordings: Z-100


FOURTH NATIONAL ABORIGINAL COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL, ’79 c1979 cass. - No label or catalogue number General note: includes performances by Wandjuk Marika, Herbie Laughton & Doreen Franey, Sheena D’Angelo, Country Outcasts, Alex Wyndiart, Feather Chester, Norma Stanley, Debbie Williams, No Fixed Address, Steve, Carol & Glenys Yarran, Albert Dennison, Bidgee Wonders, Herb Patton and Margaret Stewart.

FRESH TRACKS. SERIES 08: THE CAMPUS BANDS 1990 CD - Fresh Tracks: AUSFT-8 ScreenSound Australia cover 235708 - POK001067 Partial contents: Man’s Survival / Bush Dokta.

FROM THE BUSH 1 1990cass./CD - CAAMA Music: CD-214 ScreenSound Australia cover 220351 - (CD) POK000245 Contents: Don’t Worry Just Be Happy / Blekbala Mujik -- Tjana Wilurara (They All Went West) / Chrysophrase -- Hermannsburg Mountain / Irwin Inkamala and the Country Lads -- Mardaka Nyanu / North Tanami Band -- She’s My Sister / Daryl Smith -- Seasons Coming / Areyonga Desert Tigers -- Tjitji Tjuta Wankanyi (The Children Are Talking) / Tjitjikala Desert Oaks Band -- To Leave This Young Black Girl / Wairuk Band -- We’re the Wedgetail Eagles / Wedgetail Eagle Band -- Pitjantjatjara Boy Like Me / Isaac (Kunmanara) Yamma -- Pitulu (Petrol) / Punch (Pantju) Thompson -- Mount Doreen / Western Desert Band -- Blackman’s Crying / Frank Yamma -- Alice Don’t Grow So Fast / Amunda -- Dreamtime Blues / Bill Wellington -- I’m Telling You / Irwin Inkamala And The Country Lads -- Black Boy / Wedgetail Eagle Band -- Lajamanu / North Tanami Band -- Nitmiluk / Blekbala Mujik.


A FRUIT-CAKE OF AUSTRALIAN STORIES : AUSTRALIAN BUSH BALLADS AND STORIES 1983 LP - Plaza: PZ002 General note: includes performances by Maroochy Barambah and Bob Maza


GRAEME BELL JAZZ CONCERT: EPS 10 AND 141949 Partial contents: It Had To Be You / Georgia Lee -- Careless Love Blues / Georgia Lee -- One And Two Blues / Georgia Lee -- Tuxedo Junction / Georgia Lee.


HIGH TEMPERATURE 1986 2 LPs - White Hot: L-44001 ScreenSound Australia cover 326235 - PLM005892-PLM005893
HOW COULD I KNOW see under the compilation AIDS: HOW COULD I KNOW


THE INDULKANA SUITE 1984cass. - CASM Held at AIATSIS General note: includes performances by CASM staff and students.


KINGS OF COUNTRY General note: includes performance(s) by Jimmy Little.

KOORI CLASSIC VOL. 2: ABORIGINAL ARTISTS PRESENT THE ALL AUSTRALIAN FIFTIES PARTY 1988
Series: Koori Classic
Cass. - Enrec: ENC-042
ScreenSound Australia cover 245135 - PEJ000921 Held at AIATSIS

KOORI CLASSIC VOL. 3: THE GIRLS 1988
Series: Koori Classic
Cass. - Enrec: ENC-043
ScreenSound Australia cover 245148 - PEJ000922, AEJ000949
Held at AIATSIS
Contents: Clicketty Clack / Tracy Lee Gray -- Arnhem Land Lullaby / Kathy Kelly -- I’m Not Your Jukebox / Tracy Lee Gray -- I Don’t Care / Judy Quinlan -- Bye Bye Baby / Sarina Andrew -- Far Away / Sharon Mann -- Used To Be A Gold Song / Tracy Lee Gray -- Take Me As I Am / Sharon Mann -- Brown Skin Baby / Kathy Kelly -- One Track Mind / Sharon Mann -- Just Bein’ Together / Sarina Andrew -- Streets of Tamworth / Tracey Lee Gray.

KOORI CLASSIC VOL. 4: THE ABORIGINAL PRISON SONG COLLECTION 1988
Series: Koori Classic
Cass. - Enrec: ENC-044
ScreenSound Australia cover 245190 - PEJ000923 Held at AIATSIS

KOORI CLASSIC VOL. 5: MOONIE IN MILDURA General note: this is not a compilation album. See artists sequence under Atkinson, Ian (Moonie).

KOORI CLASSIC VOL. 6: REACH OUT General note: this is not a compilation album. See artists sequence under Mann, Sharon.

KOORI CLASSIC VOL. 7: JUMP AND JIVE 1989
Series: Koori Classic
Cass. - Enrec: ENC-126
ScreenSound Australia cover 245231 - PEJ000926
ScreenSound Australia cover 218689 - POK000319 Partial contents: Dharpa / Yothu Yindi

LOOK AT US! WARLPIRI MIX : YAPA MUSIC 1990 Cass. - CAAMA: 210 Contents:
Muljulpulu Milyapungu / The Poor Boys -- Mount Doreen / Western Desert Band -- Mardaka Nyanu / North Tanami Band -- Look At Us / Ned Hargraves -- Warlpiri Warlpiri People / North Tanami Band -- Wanta Wirringka / Areyonga Desert Tigers -- Milyapungu Piturlukuru / The Poor Boys -- Yuendumyu / Western Desert Band -- Yirraru Pirlrpa / Nyirripi Gospel Band, Ngaju Mantaju -- Mission Creek / Western Desert Band.


ON THE FRINGE General note: includes performance(s) by Archie Roach.

ONE 1989 Series: Happy Birthday CD - ABC for Kids: 836 862 2 ScreenSound Australia cover 247750 - POK001501 General note: includes performance(s) by Ernie Dingo.
OUR HOME, OUR LAND
1995CD - CAAMA Music: CAAMA-253

General note: many of the newer songs on this work celebrate the historic 1992 High Court decision relating to native title rights, known as the Mabo judgement, and honour the plaintiffs in that case.

PAPAL CONCERT, ALICE SPRINGS 19882 cass: Imparja: no. 19
Held at AIATSIS

REBEL VOICES FROM BLACK AUSTRALIA c1990cass. - Imparja: no catalogue number

REG LINDSAY’S COUNTRY AND WESTERN HOUR LP - Festival: FL-
31945ScreenSound Australia cover 300651 - PLM003743
Partial contents: Blackboard Of My Heart / Jimmy Little -- I’d Like To Be / Jimmy Little.

SHADOW OF THE BOOMERANG General note: includes performances by Georgia Lee.


SING SING SING 1962LP - Festival: LL-31058 General note: includes performance(s) by Jimmy Little.

SING TO THE LORD cass. General note: includes performances by singers and instrumentalists from Bathurst Island, Ernabella, Groote Island, Halls Creek, Lajamanu, Maningrida, Ngukurr, Torres Strait and Wadeye.

Contents (* indicates traditional item): Corroboree Celebration Dance (*) / Warrmarn men -- Milliwindi Rise / Ronnie Jimbidie -- Bad Night / Sammy Ishmail -- Pamarjarti / Laurie Shaw -- Wurra Wurra (Mermaid) (*) / Peggy Patrick, Queenie MacKenzie, Mabil Julie, Dottie Wapy -- Warrmarn People / Judy Butters -- My Place / Lugaradi -- Baula-Wa (Violet Valley) / Max Thomas -- Warranure / William Shaw -- King of Yawara / Francis Djagween -- Kangaroo Dreaming (*) / Hector Djamidula, Paddy Williams, Patrick Mung, Peggy Patrick, Queenie MacKenzie, Violet Weenie -- Hunter’s Creek (Boolgin Home) / Kevin Ningella -- Baula-Wa (Violet Valley) / Max Thomas -- Warranure / William Shaw -- King of Yawara / Francis Djagween -- Kangaroo Dreaming (*) / Hector Djamidula, Paddy Williams, Patrick Mung, Peggy Patrick, Queenie MacKenzie, Violet Weenie -- Hunter’s Creek (Boolgin Home) / Kevin Ningella -- Gume (Grandmother) (*) / Raymond Wandi -- Without No Trouble At All / Gabriel NObama -- Fred’s Ballad / Bruce Johnson and Robin Johnson -- Ramblin’ Road / Patrick Tutaya -- Kalumburu Rock / Tennessee (T.C.) Eklo -- Looma / Harry Skinner -- Hold On / Irene Jimbidie -- On The Other Side / Brendon Chaquor -- Wunga (*) / Dolly Cheinmora, Mary Pendulo, Peter Nyalerin -- Mother Earth / Short Change -- Djutirra (*) / Polly Widalji -- Desert Dreaming / Ronnie Jimbidie. General note: “This was a community development initiative from Garnduwa Amboorny Wirnan Aboriginal Corporation and the Jovial Crew.” -- Accompanying booklet.


THE SOUNDS OF CHANGE II General note: includes performance(s) by Steve and Carol Yarran.


STATE OF EMERGENCE 1986 LP - 4ZZZ-FM General note: includes performance(s) by Mop and the Dropouts.
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TRIPLE J HOTTEST 100 21995Album: CD - ABC Music: 4798062ScreenSound Australia cover 276643 - POK002280, DOK000465Partial contents: Monkey And The Turtle / Christine Anu.


UNEARTHED 11996CD - Triple J Music: 4835802ScreenSound Australia cover 286559 - POK002470Partial contents: Angerwuy / Raven

URBAN CORROBOREE1987cass. - CASM: No catalogue numberGeneral note: includes performance(s) by CASM staff and students.
VARIETY OF ABORIGINAL CULTURE 1980s Album - cass. - No label or catalogue number
Contents: Nursery Rhymes and Dreamtime Stories in English, Wongi (Nyungar) and Walmajarri.
General notes: produced by Josie Boyle and includes performances by David Hudson.

ScreenSound Australia cover 243413 - POK001304

WANDONG FESTIVAL, 1979 1979 LP - Bullet: BLT-12-003
General note: includes performance(s) by the Country Outcasts.

WANGKATJUNGKA 1998 Album: cass. - Nindilingarri Cultural Health Services
General note: features musicians from the Wankatjungka community. Compiled by Patrick Davies.

Held at AIATSIS

WAX TRAX Partial contents: End Of The Road / Blackfire.

WAYNE PRIDE 1980 LP - Samantha Records: 01
General note: includes performance(s) by Anne Leuba.

WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN? c1992 CD - No label or catalogue number
ScreenSound Australia cover 264457 - POK002040
General note: produced by Josie Boyle. Some songs on this compilation are in the Aboriginal Western Desert language.

**WOMA WANTI: DRING LITTLE BIT** see the compilation BEAT THE GROG